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                   Book of Revelation (Dreams 1999 - 2021) 

         

June 1999 dream:                                                                                                                                         

In mid 1999 (Revelation dreams and visions begin) this writer had a revelation dream it was a 

vision found in Revelation 12 of the woman the child and the Dragon coming down knowing his 

time is short who went to war against Gods children. I saw a woman running from the Dragon 

who spewed out water trying to drown her. The Earth opened up its mouth through a huge hole in 

the ground and swallowed the flood of water that came from the Dragons mouth. I felt this was to 

do with another coming persecution and martyrdom of Christians. Satan’s “war against the 

saints” the “tribulation of the saints” is coming in our days as part of the end times Rev 13:5-7.   

So according to the above dream in a very short time the “war against Gods saints” under the 

beast started 14 years later beginning in June 2013 when Hezbollah first entered into the war 

in Syria with 2000- 4000 troops. At this time the Lord prompted me about this event stating 

“this is the beginning of the war against my people”. Isis whom was formed in Syria then went 

into Iraq in early 2014 increasing genocide against Christians in the region of Iraq and Syria. 

Over the next 3.5 years they managed to destroy 2.3 million Christians from the region with 

untold numbers killed and the rest dispersed as refuges.  

From mid 2013 “June” the 42 months time frame of increased persecution started until Jan 

2017 the 42nd month. It states in Daniel 7:22 at the end of the 42 month “war against the 

saints””God sits down in the courts of heaven and gives favor to the saints the beasts dominion 

over the USA is then taken away. Donald J Trump then became president miraculously against 

all odds and the cheating democrats Trump became a Christian supporting President. In Jan 

2017 he was inaugurated the 42nd month of the Rev 13:5-7 “war against the saints” see 

chapters 35, 37, and 42. This win of Trumps was to the surprise and shock of many even for 

the corrupt Hillary Clinton Obama’s right hand Jezebel, a known practicing witch who held 

séances in the White House.  
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This is Dan 7:22 Gods favor with Trump a Is 45 Cyrus to break Babylon down to free Gods 

people to re- build His house, Gods sign post of favor coming to the saints. This came by God 

after the power of the Holy people was crushed and shattered Dan 12:7 in the Middle East in 

Abraham’s lands under Obama the Rev 13:1-10 beast. We then moved into the season Dec 

2019 for the cleansing of Gods sanctuary Dan 8:13-14 this was 6.5 years or 2300 days from 

June 2013 when the war against the saints began on earth. This is about His house the bride 

Eph 5:26-27 being woken up Joel 3:9-14 and purified on into and the Rev 14:14-16 worldwide 

Glory outpouring the harvest of souls.   

 

From June 1999 dream 

 

18.6. 2000   (Revelation 13 first beast dream) 

In a dream I first saw a man on fire it was demonic profane fire he came out from a bush on a hill 

(symbolic of his actual sir name) he then walked over the hill towards a valley, then a second 

beast on profane fire twice the man’s size came in behind the first man on fire following him. 

Both of these creatures were demonic they had come to bring destruction to what was in the 

dream “Christian city” the bride of Christ. I then saw huge demon strongmen 2-3 hundred feet 

high in the spirit standing over “Christian City” working with these two creatures against the 

Christians. The man on fire and the beast on fire would start grabbing Christians then suck the life 

out of them like vampires. This was the “Antichrist spirit” coming on the rise in the Earth these 

two beasts worked together (US foreign policy) sucking the life out of people especially the 

Christians (The 42 months of warring against the saints began mid 2013 in the Middle East under 

Obama). The Lord then said in this dream "the next President elected after Clinton (the 42nd 

president) is to be a part of the Book of Revelation fulfillment”  
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43rd George W Bush was “the man on fire” from Jan 20, 2001 – Jan 20, 2009 then the 44th 

President Obama became the “Beast of fire” came Jan 20, 2009 - Jan 20, 2017, just as the 

above dream indicated. So the first part of this dream began being fulfilled just 7 months later 

with George Bush junior becoming president in Jan 2001 after Bill Clinton. Then 8 years later   

Obama appeared on the world scene in 2009 as the second beast with horns. Both men had an 

agenda influenced by Satan to war against the “Bride of Christ” Gods church on Earth His 

host on earth the saints, everything that happens in this world is to do with the war over men’s 

souls. In the end it’s the saints that inherit everything all the wicked are destroyed including 

Satan and the fallen angels and demons Is 24:21-23 an age old war over the seed of men. 

  

See: https://subliminalsynchrosphere.blogspot.com/2015/11/paris-friday-13th.html 

George Bush Junior 2 years later started the false flag war with Iraq from the “9/11”Twin 

towers event in 2001 as found in Is 30:25. Bush then went into Iraq in March of 2003 and the 

5th Trumpet began see chapter 21. Bush led this invasion of Iraq stirring up the Islamic world 

with hatred and Jihad war against the west. This began to stir up the Ottoman defeat of WW1 

head wound recovery Rev 13:3. Then President Obama the second beast with horns following 

Bush in the dream Obama withdrew all US troops from Iraq in 2011. This created a vacuum 
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empowering Hezbollah and Isis to rise up in Iraq and Syria with training, weapons and billions 

in funds the recovery of the Ottoman WW1 head wound of the 7 headed beast began Rev 13:3.  

This began an onslaught of Christian killing across the region and the prophesied 42 month 

“war against the saints” began under Obama the beast Rev 13:5-7 from mid 2013 onwards 

when Hezbollah entered into the Syrian conflict then Isis into Iraq early 2014. Christian 

martyrs doubled annually from then with 150’000 to 200’000 per year martyred with various 

reports on numbers killed is has been very hard to get accurate numbers as much goes 

unreported covered over by the media. So the two beasts in the dream were first man on fire 

George Bush Junior (9/11 and Iraq invasion 5th Trumpet) then walking behind Bush was the 

second beast on fire who came with horns Obama (war aginst the saints 6th Trumpet, 6th bowl 

Kings of the East to come against Israel, WW3 ten horn economic political NWO war  ending 

with Armageddon).  

   

              George W Bush 2001 - 2009            Barak Hussein Obama   2009 – 2017 

 ‘  

This dream manifested after the 42nd President Clinton’s second term 1993 - 2001 finished, the 

next President of the USA the 43rd was George W Bush Junior Jan 20th 2001. This is the first 

man of fire from the 2000 dream; he loosed us into the 5th Trumpet against Saddam Hussein in 

Iraq in 2003. President Obama the 44th president emerged to become the antichrist influenced 
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“man of sin” the first “beast” of Rev 13:1-10. President Obama then loosed us into the 6th 

Trumpet along with the “three horns ripped” up by the little horn Dan 7:8 in the Arab Spring of 

201o-2011 (see chapter 32 beast fulfillments page 45). Then we went into the “warring against 

the saints” by mid 2013 a 42 month period of tribulation through US foreign policies advancing 

the cause of Islam the God of fortresses of war  Dan 11:38-39 a worldwide a carryover agenda 

from Clinton and Bush New World Order round table puppets. All have shown their left wing 

Marxist socialist policies as believers during their terms as presidents they all have freemason 

connections and involvements along with Obama also being a Sunni Muslim tied into the Muslim 

brotherhood (Erdogan of Turkey is Muslim brotherhood the false prophet see chapters). 

   

    

This second larger “The beast of fire” that came (Rev 13:1-10) emerged on the scene historically 

on Jan 20th 2009 as the 44th President of the USA “Barrack Hussein Obama” a half cast 

Muslim Freemason he had worldwide influence for 8 years until Jan 2017 then Trump took over. 

 Trillions Spent, and for What?: (Since 2003 with George Bush Junior then Obama the two 

beasts of profane fire from the dream sucking the life out of Christians 2.5 million of them in Iraq 

and Syria over 17 years, destroying 2.3 million Christians from the region leaving under 450 

thousand Christians in Iraq and Syrian) After trillions of dollars and thousands of American lives 

were sacrificed by the U.S. government over the last decade intervening in the Middle East the 

birthplace of Jesus Christ and Christianity  Christian communities are facing unprecedented 
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struggles across most of the region. More than a few analysts have even called the systematic and 

growing persecution of Christians throughout much of the Muslim world an ongoing example of 

genocide. “Conditions for genocide against non-Muslim communities exist in varying degrees 

throughout the region stretching from Pakistan to Morocco. The crisis of survival for non-Muslim 

communities is especially acute in Iraq, Syria, Egypt, Sudan, the Palestinian territories, Iran and 

Pakistan,” explained Dr. John Eibner of the non-profit human-rights group Christian Solidarity 

International. “Millions of lives and the future of a religiously pluralistic civilization in the 

Middle East are at stake.”  

According to some estimates, more than 150,000 Christians are murdered every year for their 

faith around the world. The vast majority of those  over three-fourths  are in Islamic-dominated 

nations. And in many cases, U.S. taxpayers are either subsidizing the slaughter by distributing 

billions to oppressive regimes, or worse, helping to create the conditions that allow the 

persecution to happen in the first place. 

See: https://thenewamerican.com/christian-massacres-a-result-of-us-foreign-policy/  

   

President Obama is the Rev 13:1-10 antichrist influenced or “man of sin” he fullfills specific 

prophecies with all characteristics and traits of the beast in scripture from the book of Revelation 

and Daniel. World events prophesied about in scripture unfold around President Obama being on 

the world scene through his actions identifying him as the “Man of sin” the beast. 

    

https://thenewamerican.com/christian-massacres-a-result-of-us-foreign-policy/
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It’s been proven by Sheriff’s department investigators in Arizona to the US courts that Obama’s 

birth certificate is a fake a forgery no one actually has any solid facts on who Obama really is 

except what Obama says  he is. He is of African descent his roots even his birth seems to go back 

to Kenya Africa he spent time in Indonesia and Hawaii as a child that’s all they know his whole 

background is a fabrication. Obama seems to have become some kind of foreign infiltrator setting 

himself well above and beyond Presidential impeachment through being tied heavily into Hillary 

Clinton with FBI and CIA protection.  

Obama with the Democrats in 2020 were behind the election steal from Trump in the USA using 

created project CIA Hammer and Scorecard election stealing programs that re allocated votes to 

Biden it was originally invented by Dennis Montgomery first created in 2003 under George Bush 

to then be further developed by Obama. This was known to the US military intelligence 

community as stated by General Michael Flynn and General Machinery along with military 

lawyer Sidney Powel in 2020. Massive amounts of evidence was presented in professional court 

cases where Trump won many of them, but they were ignored by the owned and paid for high 

court justice system that had no guts to stand up to the truth a disgusting failure of the corrupt 

justice system in America. 

See: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DyulBKTq0X8 

See Gen McInerney explains Hammer & Score Card. November 18, 2020: 

https://youtu.be/rN81yt-vym8  

On Oct 6 2000: 

A dream came of a huge Technicolor spider in cloud form in the sky it was the antichrist spirit 

manifesting. A black liquid was being drunk by the inhabitants of the Earth coming from this 

spider like a poison it was mass deception. This seems to be the corruption of world powers using 

deception, lies, confusion, bitterness, fear, wars, protests, illegal immigration pressuring anger 

and fear to rise up from various populations and governments.  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DyulBKTq0X8
https://youtu.be/rN81yt-vym8
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This is a generation as in the days of Noah since Trump became President the hatred and left 

wing Democrat socialist bias along with big tech censorship of the freedom of speech and media 

platform belching out lies and propaganda to brain wash the public has been exposed massively. 

The lies and twisting of truths the miss leading and deception is all under Satan the black liquid 

poison people are drinking. It all stinks of Project Mocking Bird the CIA directive operation of 

miss information through reporters and mainstream media even Hollywood movies and CGI 

make believe to sway populations to believe lies as truth to push their agendas. Mocking Bird   

was a 1950’s era project it was supposed to have finished many years ago, but is clearly still very 

much alive. This type of propaganda is now operating worldwide used now by corrupt power 

players to further their control and power.  

See: https://allthatsinteresting.com/operation-mockingbird  

You find deception operating everywhere now like vomit from hell you see this especially amongst 

Islamic activists around the world with hatred, rape, murder and anti Semitism effecting hearts 

everywhere in every nation that’s been on the increase since the 2001 9/11 terrorism attack, 

people calling evil good and good evil. The bias hatred and corruption of lies vomited out has 

increased in exposure. Further promoted lies and corruption has come with the Dec 2019 Covid 

19 manmade virus release into the nations transgressing international laws it’s all madness. 

 Leaders have shut down over 188 economies around the world reading from scripts agendas 

given to them by the WHO. Governments have then ignored known effective remedies to instead 

deciding to push un-tested vaccines the (black liquid from the spider vision above that was 

poison?) created by Rockefeller and Bill Gates owned and run pharmaceutical foundations (Rev 

18:23 Rich merchants deceive the nations through their sorcery/Pharmacia) putting poison into 

people’s veins through fear completely against the Nuremberg international law. A increased 

power grab for wealth and control by the elites at the expense of multitudes, a truly Satanic 

antichrist agenda by the UN, WHO, New World Order Holy Roman Empire system of corruption. 

Sept 11 2001 Dream 

I had a dream last night (prior to 9/11 unfolding) of 5 poison tipped puffa fish that were killing 

animals causing a slow death by animals being filled with maggots. These fish were bouncing up 

and down hitting animals and people. If the fishes spikes hit you poisen would get in and do 

something to you inside. I managed to get two fish and killed them on the ground the other two a 

man with me shot in the sky he blew them to bits with a shot gun. I remember walking along a 

path with the man with the shot gun. I looked down and saw a duck that was very sick it was half 

alive it had maggots eating its stomach and flesh it was rotting from the inside out (evil and 

corruption).   

https://allthatsinteresting.com/operation-mockingbird
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The 5th fish seemed to get away it was smaller than the other 4 that was the end of the dream. I then 

woke up at 6.30am on the 12.1.2001 to news on the TV of terroist attacks against America that 

had taken place two planes apparently hit the world trade twin towers with one hitting the 

pentagon killing 800 people and a forth supposedly hit the ground in Pencilvania. There was no 

report of a fith plane (over 2740 actually died). 

    

I had a scripture given to me by God out of John 11:4 “This sickness is not unto death but for the 

glory of God, that the son of God may be glorified through it” and then in Luke 13:1-9 about 

the galilians and the eighteen who died in a tower that fell on them to repent. Then a week or so 

later I had a further scripture given to me by God out of Isaiah 30:25-26 and Zeph 1:14-18 (Direct 

passages to Math 24 and Joel 2) to do with a prophecy by Isaiah written  between 704 BC – 686 

BC, 2700 years ago about the towers falling being fullfilled in our generation on Sept 11th 2001.  

There have been several reports of the 9/11 and live recorded video by independants at the time of the 

incindent claiming that it was a false flag attack there were no planes that hit the towers. Many 

eye witness accounts including fire men and police on the ground and in the building said they 
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saw no planes on the day but heard and saw bomb explosions in the towers. So they are now 

saying the planes were put in by CGI on TV broadcasts to deceive the populations and nations a 

false agenda attack an inside job for an agenda to promote fear and control upon nations a step 

by step orchestrated plan for world take over.  

CIA operatives have come forth years later to claim it was a false flag attack bombs were used, even 

reports of truck loads of gold being removed from the towers by trucks right up untill the attack 

happened. Experts have stated aluminium plane wings could not cut through a 36 inch solid steel 

frame impossible yet that’s what they say happened al wishy washy science. With technowlegy 

planes or anything can be put in or taken out of any film or movie instantaneously with the right 

software. You cant argue with live independent footage though by non television networks from 

witnesses who were there on the day filming it all from many vantage points all still yet to be 

proven false or true. Even the investigation done was moved to Guan Tanamo Bay and all 

evidence and records were kept stricktly to the military the public was never alowd to see what 

they investigated. See below U Tube video as example. 

See 9/.11 No planes hit the twin towers? :  https://youtu.be/V0HD5SkrxY4  

See: https://newspunch.com/cia-pilot-presents-evidence-that-no-planes-hit-towers-on-911/   

Isaiah 30:25-26  

         There And on every high hill Rivers will be on every high mountain (Gods mountains) and 

streams of waters (outpouring of glory revival waters coming into the earth), In the day of the 

great slaughter (foot and mouth in UK millions of live stock are slaughtered first found in Feb 

2001 media coverage was worldwide Deut 28:18,31), When the towers fall.(Sept 11, 9/11 of 

2001 in USA)   Moreover the light of the moon will be as the light of the sun (increase in light 

and radiation through Antarctic ozone hole depletion a record 10.5 million square miles 

observed in Sept 1998 NASA press release),  

       And the light of the sun will be sevenfold (Ozone hole depletion causing increase in radiation, 

heat waves, sun light and cancers in the earth monitored since 1980’s), As the light of seven 

days, In the day that the Lord binds up the bruise (affliction persecution, destruction and 

martyrdom) of His people (a healing revival of the saints from persecution the 42 months of 

warring against the saints from mid 2013 onwards to Jan 2017 and trauma) And heals the 

stroke of their wound.   

 

https://youtu.be/V0HD5SkrxY4
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                        Slaughter                                 Towers                               Light 7 fold    

        

       

 Sept 11 2001, I believe the  9/11 Twin Towers was the beginnings of the sound of the 5th trumpet 

being blown in the Earth of Rev 9 an acceleration a door of the book of revelations being loosed 

(George W Bush junior) another season of fulfillment unfolding watch Irvine Baxter 7 Trumpets:  

See: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1fapoJp4B2g.  

This was to become the Iraq war with Saddam Hussein in 2003 with the 43rd President George W 

Bush Junior leading the charge another page turned. Prophesied about in the book of Isaiah 

30:25-26, two thousand seven hundred years ago when the “Towers fall”.  Interestingly if you go 

to Rev 9:11 (5th Trumpet) it states: And they had as king over them the angel of the bottomless 

pit, whose name in Hebrew is Abaddon, but in Greek he has the name Apollyon. This is 

symbolic of a beast rising up out of the pit the Apollyon the destroyer onto the earth to bring 

destruction. In the twin towers pictures there was a picture of a beasts face in the smoke that was 

seen and photographed, this beast that rises up it stays till Jesus returns. 9/11 led us into the 5th 

Trumpet under President George Bush junior the first beast of profane fire from dream on page 5. 

   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1fapoJp4B2g
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USA $20 BILL folded gives you the Twin towers  

Zep 1:14-18   

The great day of the LORD (His return 7th Trumpet) is near; It is near and hastens quickly. The 

noise of the day of the LORD is bitter; There the mighty men shall cry out. That day is a day of 

wrath, A day of trouble and distress, A day of devastation and desolation (chaos in the nations), 

A day of darkness and gloominess (Math 24, Joel 2:2), A day of clouds and thick darkness, A 

day of trumpet (4th Trumpet then the 3 woes 5th , 6th and 7th Trumpets) and alarm Against the 

fortified cities And against the high towers (9/11). 

 "I will bring distress upon men, And they shall walk like blind men, Because they have sinned 

against the LORD; Their blood shall be poured out like dust, And their flesh like refuse." Neither 

their silver nor their gold shall be able to deliver them. In the day of the LORD's wrath (7th 

Trumpet); But the whole land shall be devoured By the fire of His jealousy (Rev 14:140-16 

harvest and then His wrath destroying the wicked), For He will make speedy riddance Of all 

those who dwell in the land.   (NKJV) 

In a second dream  the  same  night I  had  the  9/11 fish dream there was a person riding a powerful 

OX at full gallop through all this poo and defication in the world. Rev 17;3,7,8 “The woman that 

rides the Beast”.  (This is the rising up of the “Holy Roman Empire” the Antichrist agenda of the 

last days and its manifestations of control and corruption in the Earth the 4th beast of Daniel 2)       
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                                          Woman of Rev 17                European Union Euro money 

   

Europa Statue outside Winston Churchil Building and the EU parliament building in Brussels.  

                                The Scarlet Woman and the Scarlet Beast  

Rev 17:1-6 

Then one of the seven angels who had the seven bowls came and talked with me, saying to 

me, "Come, I will show you the judgment of the great harlot who sits on many waters, with 

whom the kings of the earth committed fornication, and the inhabitants of the earth were 

made drunk with the wine of her fornication."  
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So he carried me away in the Spirit into the wilderness. And I saw a woman sitting on a 

scarlet beast which was full of names of blasphemy, having seven heads and ten horns. The 

woman was arrayed in purple and scarlet, and adorned with gold and precious stones and 

pearls, having in her hand a golden cup full of abominations and the filthiness of her 

fornication. And on her forehead a name was written:  

MYSTERY,  

BABYLON THE GREAT,  

THE MOTHER OF HARLOTS AND OF THE ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH.  

I saw the woman, drunk with the blood of the saints and with the blood of the martyrs of 

Jesus. And when I saw her, I marveled with great amazement.  (NKJV) 

On March 3rd 2003: 

A dream came prior to the Iraq invasion by the USA. I saw a gold box at the feet of God for 

“priority prayer” for the world and nations including Muslim nations. God prompted me to ask 

Him for souls I said “Lord I don’t know how many to ask for can You tell me the number?”. 

He then said “ask Me for 3 billion souls” (Rev 14:14-16 harvest to come). In this box were the 

treasures of God gems stones silver and gold representing people and nations. I was then awoken 

at 3.33 am and prayed for half an hour in His presence for mercy and grace upon the nations and 

the coming war and shaking of the world (6th trumpet season war and conflict). That bloodshed 

and loss of life would be kept to a minimum. To see Babylon fall spiritually and to see Muslim 

strongholds crumble to allow salvation to flow for this harvest that Gods will is done for His 

Kingdom to come.  

On March 3rd 2003 Muslims from around the world held massive prayer meetings to Allah at the 

time of this dream Muslims were not a worldwide terror problem as they are by 2017) (2 million 

Christians have been lost in the Middle East Iraq /Syria conflict with the Islamic Isis and 

Hezbollah “warring against the saints” from 2014 onwards. According to fresh revelation and 

understanding from God in August 2019 from Dan 8:13-14 the 2300 days is 6.5 years from the 

time of the start of the “war against the saints” under Obama which was June 2013 the saints 

tribulation of 42 months then finished Jan 2017, after the 3.5 years then Trump came Dan 7:22. 

The end of Dan 8 the 2300 days or 6.5 years till He begins to cleanse the sanctuary took us to   

Dec 2019 it began June 2013 with the war against the saints. 2020 is the year of worldwide 

bridal sanctuary cleansing and waking up that leads us into the revival harvest (Rev 14:14-16) 

outpouring to begin. God knew 2500 years ago (538-539 BC) what year His sanctuary would 

begin to be cleansed Eph 5:27 Bridal remnant in preparation for His harvest revival to begin in 

our generation. The Dan 8 prophecy was an end time prophecy no one has understood only two 
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tried and failed they got it totally wrong due to being out of season to the end time’s narrative of 

scriptural prophecy fulfillments. This prophecy ties us into Eph 5:27 a bride that will be pure. 

 

The Book of Remembrance (Treasure box) 

See U Tube: https://youtu.be/8QyJgwVgZTU  Guillermo Maldonado 1.2 Million Muslims came to 

Jesus in 2016 

See U Tube video: https://youtu.be/k-6jhoDOKgw A Million Muslims filled the streets to hear 

about Jesus at ministry outreach of Marylin Hicky in Karachy Pakistan in 2018 (15 years after 

2003 vision of treasure box at Gods feet and priority prayer for Muslims and the nations, it 

begins). 

Mal 3:16-18  Then those who feared the LORD spoke to one another, And the LORD 

listened and heard them; So a book of remembrance was written before Him For those who 

fear the LORD And who meditate on His name. "They shall be Mine," says the LORD of 

hosts, "On the day that I make them My jewels. And I will spare them As a man spares his 

own son who serves him."  Then you shall again discern Between the righteous and the 

wicked, Between one who serves God And one who does not serve Him. (NKJV) 

Zec 9:16   The LORD their God will save them in that day, As the flock of His people. For 

they, shall be like the jewels of a crown, Lifted like a banner over His land. (NKJV) 

Mal 3:2-3  "But who can endure the day of His coming? And who can stand when He 

appears? For He is like a refiner's fire And like launderers' soap. He will sit as a refiner and 

a purifier of silver; He will purify the sons of Levi, And purge them as gold and silver, That 

they may offer to the LORD An offering in righteousness. (NKJV) 

Eph 1:18  The eyes of your understanding being enlightened; that you may know what is 

the hope of His calling, what are the riches of the glory of His inheritance in the saints. 

(NKJV)  

Dan 8:12-14 Because of transgression, an army was given over to the horn to oppose the 

daily sacrifices; and he cast truth down to the ground. He did all this and prospered. Then I 

https://youtu.be/8QyJgwVgZTU
https://youtu.be/k-6jhoDOKgw
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heard a holy one speaking; and another holy one said to that certain one who was speaking, 

"How long will the vision be, concerning the daily sacrifices and the transgression of 

desolation, the giving of both the sanctuary and the host to be trampled underfoot?" (Rev 

13:5-7 42 month “war against saints” under Obama the beast)  And he said to me, "For two 

thousand three hundred days; then the sanctuary (The church of Christ on Earth) shall be 

cleansed." (Eph 5:27 a bride pure and spotless without wrinkle or blemish end times revival and 

harvest Rev 14:14-16 and Joel 2, 3)  

Dan 8:23  "And in the latter time (end times) of their kingdom (last Holy Roman Empire ten 

toes Dan 2 days), When the transgressors (sinners) have reached their fullness, A king 

(leader over a nation) shall arise (Rev 13:1-10 beast), Having fierce features, Who 

understands sinister schemes.   (NKJV) 

February 2003 dream: 

I had a dream with President George W Bush in it just prior to the Iraq war invasion of March 

20th 2003. In my dream I was in a kitchen with George W Bush he had in his hand a jar with a 

caterpillar in it, he was about to take off the lid to let out the caterpillar. I said to him: “do you 

know that if you let that caterpillar out you will cause a release of destruction beyond belief 

to begin?” George Bush just smiled at me and undid the jar lid letting out the caterpillar. The 

caterpillar is symbolic of destruction like the locust that eats and destroys everything.  

 

This began with the Iraq war of March 2003 which became the 5th Trumpet that escalated Islamic 

terror in the Middle East and around the world causing massive security changes around the 

world heading the world into a massive refugee crisis. This 5th Trumpet then led into the Rev 

13:10 beast appearing on the world scene and the prophesied “war against the saints” effecting 

millions loosed under President Obama by mid 2013, entering us into the 6th Trumpet conflict 

prophetic fulfillments.  

The saints then came under intense persecution with up to 200 thousand being martyred each 

year since according to various reports from mid 2013. A total of 2.3 million Christians were 

destroyed from Iraq and Syria in just 42 months a Christian genocide by Isis in the region almost 

extinguishing Christianity that had been there 2000 years with many becoming refuges. Millions 

of Muslim refugees fleeing into European nations creating much havoc and chaos Christian 

refugees were mainly ignored. The good news is the harvest in Rev 14:14-16 is to happen just 
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before this great war Tribulation Math 24:21 culmination in the 6th trumpet that ends with 

Armageddon Rev 16:16.  

Obama the “man of sin” antichrist beast on fire from my dream above took over the platform 

from George W Bush junior the first man of demonic fire with 9/11 etc, setting the stage for the 

“Antichrist Beast”. Obama with drew all US troops from Iraq in 2011 creating a vacuum for 

terrorists to arise, the 3 horns ripped up by the little horn Dan 7:8 also took place in 2011 the 

“Arab Spring“ uprising under Obama all historical events fulfilling prophesy. These two men’s 

demonic driving force was shown in the 18.6.2000 two beasts of fire dream at beginning of 

chapter.  

At the end of the first 42 month tribulation of the saints that took place from June 2013 – Jan 

2017 see chapter. God states in Dan 7:22 His favor comes to the saints when the power of the 

holy people has been devastated Dan 12:7. In Is 30:25-26 you find God states He will come and 

heal the bruise of His people the stroke of their wound that’s the Rev 14:14-16 “Harvest Revival” 

coming after the towers fall “9/11” leading into 5th Trumpet then 6th Trumpet. This is the first end 

times 42 month tribulation period in the “warring against the saints”, God sits down in the 

courts of heaven and gives favor to the saints to overcome the antichrist dominions on the earth. 

 January 2017 President Trump gets in a brand new born again Christian man bringing an end to 

Isis in Iraq and Syria in one year, he released favor back to the saints as a sign from God. He 

overturned UN immigration for Muslims by defunding them and gave it to Christian refugees. He 

signed Christian religious protections and freedoms that were put down under Obama. He 

brought evangelicals into the White House after 8 years of Muslim prayer in the White House.  

He brought immediate relief to the saints being killed in Iraq and Syria by overturning Obama’s 

war policies stopping Isis ending the “Tribulation of the saints” in the region of Iraq and most of 

Syria, this of course came with the help of Putin an Orthodox Christian. Trump increased the 

USA economy preparing the platform for revival in the USA, he stood against the corrupt   

swamp system of Babylon the Cyrus anointing removed the USA from the Paris accord and TPPA 

all corrupt organizations. He defunded the Palestinians Hamas who were attacking Jews and 

Christians.  

He overturned Iran’s nuclear deal under Obama. Trump defunded them Iran is also a major 

Muslim terrorist supporter who kill Christians and Jews. Then in Oct 26th, 2019 the leader of Isis 

“Al Baghdadi” was killed under Trump ending his reign over Isis. Trump had Iran’s terror 

general killed Soleimani stopping more Islamic violence in the Middle East region. Trump also 

built relations with North Korea putting down aggression from there, Trump was halting wars 

and killing all over the place such as Afghanistan he created the Abraham accord peace between 

Muslim nations with Israel. He put China in a choke hold and befriended Russia in trade and 

relations he was working for the good of many. 
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Article: 

After the United States invaded, however, everything changed. “The Assyrians have survived the 

coming of the Persians, the Arabs, and the Turks,” Chancy observed. “It remains to be seen if 

they will survive the coming of the Americans.” Unfortunately, as Chancy and countless other 

analysts warned, Christians did not fare well. With the fall of Hussein’s regime, Islamist militias 

vented their fury not just on the “infidel” invaders, but on local Christians, too. Businesses were 

seized, churches were bombed, women were raped, Sharia law was brutally enforced, and 

Christians, including women and children, were viciously slaughtered.  

Muslim extremists throughout the nation and Kurdish nationalists in northern areas supposedly 

U.S. allies  all participated in the massacres and persecution. A year after the U.S. invasion, 

Chancy’s dire warnings had become reality. “In fact, the current policies of the Bush 

administration are threatening to absolutely devastate ancient and pious Christian communities 

whose blood will be on all our heads,” he observed in late 2004, saying the American people had 

become accomplices in the slaughter and destruction of large segments of the world’s Christian 

population. 

“To deal with the subject honestly, it must be acknowledged that it almost appears as if President 

George Walker Bush were waging a global war against Christians,” he wrote. “Had President 

George W. Bush set out with the intentional goal of destroying the Christian population in Iraq, it 

is hard to see how he could have been more effective than he has been to date.” That was in 

2004. 

See: https://thenewamerican.com/christian-massacres-a-result-of-us-foreign-policy/   

 

On 18.3.2003 a dream came: 

I had a dream of the capture of Saddam Hussein (The “destroyer” spoken of in the 5th Trumpet) 

on the border of Iraq. It was then 4 months after this dream that two of Saddam’s sons were 

caught and killed on 14.8.2003. The Lord has been revealing his intentions through the 

fulfillments this 5th Trumpet His justice also flows for the victims of Saddam the destroyer. 

(Then 9 months from this dream Saddam himself was captured in Iraq hidden in a hole in the 

ground on 14.12.2003 see pics). 

https://thenewamerican.com/christian-massacres-a-result-of-us-foreign-policy/
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8.4.2003 I went to a friend who was a Bible historian for 40 years we prayed about the Iraq war 

the Lord revealed to us about His intentions for Iraq through this war was also to open up a 

“gateway” to the “Middle East” in the days ahead for revival in the region to bring a healing to 

the people through Christianity and salvation in the Lord. For the Arab peoples (Ishmael) in the 

worldwide harvest to come Rev 14:14-16,  Ishmael’s time of healing was coming.  

The Rev 13:1-10 beast is to have his season of fulfillment as well through all of this as found in 

the Book of Revelations. Ishmael is to come back into the family to be saved the half brother of 

Isaac from Abraham. 
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God is going to heal the bloodlines of Ishmael and bring Him back into the family. All that is 

about to occur is going to bring about massive salvations in the Middle East even though 

destruction is also coming it’s the revealing of the two great mysteries on earth of evil and of 

God. Saddam was also trying to rebuild Babylon but God stated that it would never be rebuilt Jer 

50:13, it was stopped in early 2003. 

On 13.5.2003: 

I had a dream of military men in Iraq giving up and going into US occupation (this happened 

under Obama from 2009-2017, he placed many Muslims into US positions of power.). But it was 

deception as plans were in progress by Iraq terrorists to attack the US, words spoken in the dream 

by an Iraq terrorist commander high up to Saddam were “Weather they are ready or not 

missiles or not we will have victory in downtown USA” (this is symbolic of future demonic 

deceptions to come against USA under Obama a Muslim).  

Washington the White House and Obama a Sunni Muslim of the Muslim brotherhood becomes 

President from 2009-2017. Iraq’s biggest Muslim group is Sunni the same as Obama. This seems 

to have been fulfilled through President Obama the “Beast” coming into power in 2009 as a 

Muslim in Washington DC. It has been known in Islamic circles that a Muslim president would 

come to power in the White House in the USA well before it happened. Obama since 2013-2014 

has opened up US borders to millions of illegal immigrants to come into the US through Mexico. 

This includes many Muslims and foreign Jihad fighters entering into the US illegally. President 

Obama has also brought in thousands of Muslims from Middle Eastern countries even Isis 

fighters as part of foreign policy and denied Christian refuges. Obama had 6 Muslim brother 

hood members working with his administration in congress influencing foreign policy for 8 years. 

Islam had infiltrated the White house under Obama Islamic prayers were held in the White House  

with many strange idols placed there, Trump cleansed it in 2017. 
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On 20.11.2003: 

The Lord put into my heart that it would be 5 years from the second Iraq invasion of 2003 (first 

1991) by George W Bush to the beginnings of destruction's which is 7 years from the 9/11 attack 

of 2001, this will bring us to the year 2008.  

This ended up being the same year Obama the Antichrist Beast came onto the world stage in the 

USA elections to run for President in 2008 and won. This is to be the next stage unfolding of the 

Lords purpose for the book of revelations. It is the Lord who puts thoughts and plans in men’s 

minds to fulfill His purposes.  

The 4th Trumpet was blown with George Bush senior going into Kuwait in 1991. Since 9/11 in 

2001 (Isaiah 30:25-26 towers) the 5th Trumpet was blown in 2003 (Rev 9:1-12 5th trumpet) this 

led to the Iraq war setting the platform up for the Muslim president Obama was then elected and 

into office by 2009. In Islamic circles they knew a US Muslim president was coming. Then 

Obama withdrew US troops out of Iraq in 2011 creating a vacuum for Isis to enter into Iraq 

against George W Bush’s advice and warning. The actions of war by Bush in Iraq stirred up 

Islamic ideals against westerners at an increased level setting up the next move. With Obama on 

the scene more deceptions were loosed the 6th bowl happened in 2009 with the drying up of the 

Euphrates preparing the way of the kings of the east and we entered into the 6th Trumpet along the 

Euphrates where more war came killing men in Iraq and Syria by 2013.  

Islam rose up in Jihad against the world in June 2013 when Hezbollah entered into the Syrian 

conflict with 2000 – 4000 men (beasts 42 month Tribulation against saints in Middle East 2.2 

million Christians lost from the region) then the Rev 13 wounded head began to recover from the 

WW1, 1st Trumpet Ottoman Empire wound see chapters. Then along came Erdagon of Turkey the 

false prophet of Rev 13:11-18 who dammed the Euphrates River drying it up in 2009 preparing  

the 6th bowl then setting up the image to the beast (Islam) in June 2017. Islamic terrorism then 

manifested onto the world stage once again not seen since the Ottoman Empire defeat of WW1 

(Rev 13 Ottoman head wound recovered). A Famous high level freemason Albert Pike predicted 

that WW3 would be an Islamic one instigated by the elite. 

Europe has been flooded by Iraq and Syrian refugees (2019 Global UN Immigration Compact 

167 nations signed) and Muslim terrorist’s bombings and rapes have increased expediential in 

Europe in Africa it’s a crisis. Christian genocide by Islamic terrorists a move of the antichrist 

Spirit was loosed under President Obama through his empowering of Islamic nations with 1 

million Christians disappearing from Iraq and 1.2 million from Syria in just a few short years (42 

months Tribulation of the saints in our generation and time line of prophecy).  

Obama was secretly training terrorists he was supporting and funding Islamic nations with 

finances and weapons since 2009 empowering Muslim jihadists groups through training up 

terrorists who then defected to Isis by the thousands. Under Obama Isis fighters captured have 
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testified to US funding for Isis recruitment drives from other nations. Isis leaders captured 

detailed how the US was paying recruiters thousands of US dollars for every new Isis recruit. 

John Mc Cain under Obama’s administration is in photos with top Islamic Isis jihadists such as 

the Isis founder and leader Al Baghdadi prior to the Isis Iraq invasion in 2014. USA made 

weapons have been found by the Iraq and Russian army in Syria and Iraq in the hands of Isis by 

the thousands. USA planes have been spotted and photographed dropping and supplying weapons 

to Isis by the Iraqi intelligence UK air craft have been shot down by Iraq forces identifying these 

planes and helicopters, stopping the weapons dropping into Isis hands. Egypt also had been 

committing genocide against Christians accelerated under Mosni Mubarak whom President 

Obama and Erdogan put into power until one year later when he was taken down. 

Obama made nuclear deals with Iran turning his back on Israel releasing billions in frozen funds 

to Iran. Iran along with Saudi Arabia and Turkey are well known Muslim terrorist supporters. 

Obama has made deals with the Muslim Brotherhood supporting them with expansion through 

weapons training and funds. Obama put six Muslim Brotherhood members into congress over 

seeing US foreign policy during his presidency he has funded heavily Hamas in Palestine with 

millions in funds. Obama set up the UN nations to vote against Israel by not vetoing the “2334” 

UN resolution bill.  

Obama sent John Kerry US secretary of state to certain nations prior to this vote to get them 

onboard New Zealand being one of those nations who led the vote at the UN against Israel. This 

sets up a platform for war against Israel in days ahead Ezekiel 38-39 war the battle of 

Armageddon to come led by Gog of Magog Ex “President Obama”. President Trump then in 

early 2018 recognizes Jerusalem as Israel’s capital the first time in 70 years this has happened 

coming against the “2334 “ resolution put into play be Obama setting up further Muslim revenge 

to come. Obama as it states in Dan 11:39 as the end times King of the North    advanced to cause 

of his God Allah of Islam. 

Dan_11:39  Thus he shall act against the strongest fortresses with a foreign god, which he 

shall acknowledge, and advance its glory; and he shall cause them to rule over many, and 

divide the land for gain.   (NKJV) 
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Mass Christian persecution and murder started in Egypt from 2011 onwards then from mid 2013 

onwards it accelerated and increased in Iraq and Syria on a huge scale (and other minority 

groups). Christian martyr number estimates doubled in 2013 up to 200’000 per year there are 

various reports on numbers it may be even more. Middle Eastern countries under Islamic rule are 

rising up in conflicts and destruction, 200 million Christians are under persecution in 65 nations 

that are mainly Muslim except China and North Korea. That’s one Christian being killed every 

three minutes. This has accelerated since Bush then Obama “The Beast of fire” and his rise to 

power supporting Islam he is the first Muslim president of the US after George W Bush the “Man 

of fire” sucking the life out of Christians (2001-2017, 16 years of two demonic presidents), from 

my 2000 dream above.  

Feb 2006: 

I felt the Lord say to me that the time was coming in the days ahead when there would again be 

implementation like it was once in Nazi Germany of concentration camps for people in mass. A 

Nazi Germany type scenario of fear and control the brain washing of the masses, propaganda and 

bias separation through socialist Marxism communist agenda type governments. Where people 

would be herded into groups persecuted for who they are, locked up and shut down. I then saw 

massive amounts of coffins with the dead in them stacked on top of one another like the piles of 

dead in the camps of Nazi Germany. A repeat type scenario of Hitler’s superior race beliefs 

(eugenics) tyranny at leadership levels in modern times we would go backwards into tribulation 

and chaos (WW3 ?). 

As of Dec 2019 Covid 19 hit then came the propaganda push by the WHO under the UN around 

the world in all governments, reading from the same script A push for experimental vaccines to 

be used upon entire populations (Agenda 2030). Covid 19 propaganda has been pushed over and 

over creating fear in the public that people will run to get the experimental vaccines that’s killing 

thousands. See interview of Shera Sgarav a Holocaust survivor researcher and attorney speaking 

about the same tactics being used worldwide with Covid 19 as Hitler used to control the masses 

under medical practices and fear based propaganda, where concentration camps came and many 

died all under the guise of the UN “Great Reset”.   

Holocaust survivor Vera Sharav warns that the global response to COVID-19 mirrors the 

tactics employed in Nazi Germany to segregate Jews and other undesirables, with the intent to 

commit mass genocide. 

See: CORONA INVESTIGATIVE COMMITTEE: DR. Reiner Fuellmich and Vera Sharav – 

Evolve to Ecology   (Interview 19th March 2021)  

See SA President Ramaphosa and other world leaders reading the same COVID-19 script!: 

https://youtu.be/nmSTES2CdsY  

https://evolvetoecology.org/2021/04/05/corona-investigative-committee-dr-reiner-fuellmich-vera-sharav/
https://evolvetoecology.org/2021/04/05/corona-investigative-committee-dr-reiner-fuellmich-vera-sharav/
https://youtu.be/nmSTES2CdsY
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See Attorney Dr Reiner Fuellmich interviews Vera Sharav Nazi holocaust child survivor Global 

Genocide: https://youtu.be/FjUOHGY2K14  

Countries have brought in mandatory experimental vaccinations such as Israel with a no jab no 

job policy emerging to control the masses. These experimental vaccines were only given to be 

used under emergency use by the American FDA, the one bad dangerous political   mistake 

Trump made causing harm to many because of pressure and fear. This agenda seems to have now 

been implemented in the USA by Nov 2020 they had their elections (stolen from Trump?) with 

Biden being placed in position (Obama’s vice president for 8 years). This seems to be a New 

World Order bid for power a takeover “The Great Reset” as the UB puts it this is to destroy the 

USA. This all came after the media/social media had hammered Trump viciously for four years. 

Obama one of Joe Biden’s best political friends is now seemingly got his wish in running a 

shadow government from behind the scenes. Biden is a Manchurian candidate as an Obama “a 

third term” as Obama had stated several times jokingly on live TV. This really seems to be what’s 

actually taken place in 2020 under the corrupt socialist democrats, Joe Biden is not pulling the 

strings he’s being told what to do. 

See President Obama Pokes Fun at Third Term Run: https://youtu.be/_sfZVpjwmcQ  

See Joe Biden’s first term is really the ‘third term of Barack Obama: 

https://youtu.be/it7kZHjH5g0  

Obama had also been having meetings with world leaders and heads of state continually as ex 

president, where ever Trump went seemingly to contradict Trump over his four years as 

president.  

See: https://www.newsmax.com/michaeldorstewitz/barack-obama-trump-world-

leaders/2019/04/10/id/911063/   

Obama set up project Hammer with his CIA head Brenan then created the software scorecard 

designed to steal elections as confessed by the actual programmers of these creations. If this has 

been used in such a way in a country like the USA, you can guarantee it’s been used in other 

countries as well by the powers to be to push their agendas. General Tom McInerney stated a few 

days before the 2020 election that they (Obama and Democrats) were going to use this software 

program (CIA created Hammer/Scorecard) to steal the election (11.2.20) from Trump. 

See: https://conservativedailypost.com/evidence-cia-scorecard-and-the-hammer-used-to-alter-

election-counting-machines-for-biden/  

See: https://noqreport.com/2020/11/04/hammer-and-scorecard-lt-gen-mcinerney-explains-the-

election-hack-by-democrats/   

https://youtu.be/FjUOHGY2K14
https://youtu.be/_sfZVpjwmcQ
https://youtu.be/it7kZHjH5g0
https://www.newsmax.com/michaeldorstewitz/barack-obama-trump-world-leaders/2019/04/10/id/911063/
https://www.newsmax.com/michaeldorstewitz/barack-obama-trump-world-leaders/2019/04/10/id/911063/
https://conservativedailypost.com/evidence-cia-scorecard-and-the-hammer-used-to-alter-election-counting-machines-for-biden/
https://conservativedailypost.com/evidence-cia-scorecard-and-the-hammer-used-to-alter-election-counting-machines-for-biden/
https://noqreport.com/2020/11/04/hammer-and-scorecard-lt-gen-mcinerney-explains-the-election-hack-by-democrats/
https://noqreport.com/2020/11/04/hammer-and-scorecard-lt-gen-mcinerney-explains-the-election-hack-by-democrats/
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See: https://noqreport.com/2020/11/02/lt-gen-tom-mcinerney-exposes-scorecard-the-democrats-

voter-fraud-superweapon/  (2.11.2020 exposure) 

Biden has re-hired many of Obama’s old administration staff such as John Kerry (Iran Nuclear 

deal re- instated) and Susan Rice.  

See: https://www.9news.com.au/world/joe-biden-taps-obama-administration-white-house-senior-

roles/93762898-50e6-445b-a365-09d56fcbe15e  

See: https://eminetra.com/biden-appoints-two-obama-white-house-veterans-to-new-roles/241089/   

Policies are already as of 2021 being put in place by governments about Covid 19 vaccination 

ID, discrimination against those who don’t take the vaccination. Health and safety control 

measures such as nationwide lock downs, sudden national debt increases in the billions 

pressuring economies and inflation, mask wearing, contact tracing, social distancing, relational 

destructiveness, vaccine passports, and discrimination along with economies being shut down 

worldwide. Social media giants and media across the world are censoring any truths coming out 

that challenge the propaganda machine to control through the Covid 19 narratives they are now 

censoring individuals to a controlled agenda.   

This is the systematic destroying of people’s freedoms the destruction of the independence of 

small businesses making people reliant on government hand outs (socialism). You can call all of 

this a conspiracy theory as these evil people would like you to believe or do your research. The 

erosion of people’s freedoms comes through fear with the rushing in of radical policies over 

Covid 19. It’s like a candy shop for the corrupt power mongers to strip people of their freedoms 

because of the fear mongering by governments denying actual proven effective safe treatments 

(Ivermectin, Budecinide, Hydroxycloriquin) along with using elite owned false media propaganda 

to control and brain wash the masses. The world now is heading into chaos, governmental 

socialist control, segregation, separation, international propaganda and economic collapse. This 

Covid 19 has been used by corrupt governing bodies in the same way as the socialist agenda 

Hitler had used prior to WW2. Then   came people group discrimination then the segregations the 

concentration camps stripping the people of their rights through fear eventually murdering the 

masses. The only thing capable now of stopping this world wide implosion of corruption by those 

groping for power and control is a move of Gods Glory worldwide. 

2007 June:  

I went to a service at the Coolstore in Te Puke NZ a meeting where four traveling ministers from 

Bill Johnsons Bethel turned up to minister. At the end of the service we prayed and prophesied 

over them. The vision this writer got was I saw the hand of God come down upon America as a 

map turning it over, He flipped it over from unrighteousness to righteousness a revival of His 

presence would then hit the USA.  

https://noqreport.com/2020/11/02/lt-gen-tom-mcinerney-exposes-scorecard-the-democrats-voter-fraud-superweapon/
https://noqreport.com/2020/11/02/lt-gen-tom-mcinerney-exposes-scorecard-the-democrats-voter-fraud-superweapon/
https://www.9news.com.au/world/joe-biden-taps-obama-administration-white-house-senior-roles/93762898-50e6-445b-a365-09d56fcbe15e
https://www.9news.com.au/world/joe-biden-taps-obama-administration-white-house-senior-roles/93762898-50e6-445b-a365-09d56fcbe15e
https://eminetra.com/biden-appoints-two-obama-white-house-veterans-to-new-roles/241089/
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Fast forward Jan 2017, 10 years later God puts Trump into Whitehouse a Christian to “Drain the 

Swamp” restoration has begun in USA for revival. At the end of the “Tribulation of the saints” 

42nd month which was Jan 2017 Dan 7:22 favor of the saints begins to happen. God has begun 

to flip the USA over back to Christ ready for a revival there, God said to me “I Am going to save 

3 quarters of America” that’s 270 million. Revival outpouring is coming Trump is a spiritual 

sign post Dan 7:22 “Favor” of God flipping USA over from unrighteousness to righteousness. 

Trump got in November 8th 2016 the flip has started , Obama had finished his second term and 

could not run again.. In early 2017 I went to a revival meeting in Rotorua New Zealand and met 

a Pastor revivalist from the USA. I had a clear understanding of the revival to take place in the 

US from the Lord stating to me that three quarters of the US population would be saved in the 

harvest to come that’s 270 million people in USA alone.  

Fast forward to Nov 2020 after Trumps first 4 year term he won the elections but it was stolen by 

Obama and his democrat crew to do a secret third term. His was Satan’s attempt to hinder the 

harvest to come he knows what’s next. Biden was put in as president an illegitimate president 

with no God given authority, to be advised and run by Obama the Rev 13 :1-10 beast and his 

cronies from behind the scenes. This unrighteousness in the USA will be flipped over from Biden 

back to trump by Military takeover then revival will come to USA, many prophets have stated this 

is going to happen. As scripture states in Dan 7:25-26 the beast tries to change appointed times 

and seasons, but it is only God who can do that He is in control not Satan. 

Dan 7:25-26  He shall speak pompous words against the Most High, Shall persecute the saints 

of the Most High, And shall intend to change times and law. Then the saints shall be given into 

his hand For a time and times and half a time. 'But the court shall be seated, And they shall 

take away his dominion, To consume and destroy it forever.  (NKJV)   

2011 Feb;   

The Lord has said “Watch Ukraine it is a strategic chess piece (end times signal of God about 

to move in the Earth) on the world stage”. (This Nation has become a New World Order chess 

piece of corruption) 

2022 Background: The Ukraine became a UN member it was first invaded by Russia in 2014 

(Crimea) against the west. Ukraine broke away from Russia at the end of the cold war and began 

being influenced by the USA and westernized. The entirety of NATO the members have said they 

will support Ukraine; the USA is supplying the Ukraine weapons along with Germany and other 

European member states. The Ukraine became independent from Russia in 1991 after the cold 

war had finished (Berlin wall came down in 1989 the iron curtain fell) much of Ukraine in 

modern times are Russian ethnics.  

The west has been encroaching upon the Ukraine to westernize it as a money laundering state for 

the deep state cabal corporates (Biden, Clintons, Pelosi, Jon Kerry and other corrupt Democrats 
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and rich elites) it is also being planned by NATO to become a strategic military point against 

Russian borders, a weakness to the Russian borders through Ukraine borders the Black Sea region 

and Russia knows this. Putin of Russia stands 100% against the New World Order and their elites 

he hates them, so Russia is an enemy of the oil Oligarchs the Rothchild’s the Morgan’s, the 

Bilderberg’s and the Rockefellers as they were all kicked out of Russia by Putin. Ukraine is also a 

heavily Christianized nation many Russian Christians exist in Ukraine. The Ukraine as a nation is 

strategic spiritually and physically for east verses the west for the oil and gas trade, a true chess 

piece on the world stage. The 3rd Trumpet took place in the Ukraine in 1986 the Chernobyl 

Nuclear explosion. 

In 2014 Russia began invading Crimea to annex it as a strategic area against Ukraine. Putin also 

set up the Brics banks with China a new independent monetary system against the World Banks 

Rothschilds etc, the monetary control over nations. Putin is also a Orthodox Christian as his 

mother was he wears her cross around his neck Putin also stands against the New World Order 

encroaching upon Russia. Any aggression by Putin against Ukraine will be a strategic move by 

Russia to protect Russia from world domination by the New World Order threat that has been 

undertaken by corrupt western nations, Putin knows this very well. 

2016 a prophet friend of mine rang me about a vision she had from God of Ark angels lifting up 

elevating Putin in Russia into a certain position. My friend was a bit confused about this vision 

due to Russia being portrayed as the world’s enemy especially the USA (Cold war). I said to her 

Putin is God’s man hes an orthodox Christian he wears his mother’s cross around his neck and 

attend church services. His mum was a strong Christian with a Jewish surname as well. Putin 

stands against the corrupt west against the antichrist agendas as he put it himself, he hates the 

New World Order system and its control encroaching upon nations so stands against them.  

It was Russia in the end God used to do the main work to defeat the Germans in WW2 the USA 

came in at the end and took the glory Russia lost the most men as sacrifices as a nation against 

the Nazis. Russia came in and took out Isis in 2015 from Syria against Obama then the USA 

again came in last and took the glory. Russia kicked out the rich elites from their nation and 

stands against the New World Order, Russia stands against Islam. Russia has already been 

through communism where the New World Order is now taking the western nations, Russia sees 

this and knows its very dangerous.  

2019 Covid 19 plandemic happens for more control stripping human rights and democracy from 

western nations “UN”, a socialist communist corrupt New World Order planned accelerated take 

over and a financial monetary reset to come “Claus Swab UN“ for the world.  

On 25.2,22 Russia has now led a full-scale invasion of the Ukraine nation threatening all other 

nations if they choose to get involved with military retaliation even nuclear weapons. The wests 

response to Russia is to squeeze it out of the global economy for trading ect. It’s an economic war 

that’s now begun also with Russia through western sanctions, this will lead to a potential 
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worldwide economic crash with the Covid 19 damage that’s already raged across nations. 

Worldwide economic crash comes just prior to Gods worldwide harvest outpouring revival Rev 

14:14-16.  

The worldwide media is reporting Putin as an evil tyrant bent on the world’s destruction showing 

even picture of the Ukraine saying this is Feb 2022 when some pictures are from 2014 total 

deception is being played out against Putin by the NWO owned media. This is a divine set up by 

God against Babylon’s corrupt world system the New World order, Putin has said for years he is 

100% against the New World Order deep state and the antichrist systems they run. The Ukraine 

is under the NWO operatives Joe Biden Nick Romney, Nancy Pelosi and John Kerry’s kids are all 

on the Ukraine energy board involving millions and billions of dollars. There are thousands of 

miles of tunnels running under the Ukraine it’s a main child trafficking hub for Europe, since the 

Clinton years there has been nearly 7 trillion dollars laundered through the Ukraine.  

The Ukraine is a main hub for the new World order the west has set up Nazi white extremists in 

the Ukraine army that actually wear swastika emblems on their uniforms. Putin has said for years 

the world is run by NWO pedophiles that he is the only one standing against them (also Trump 

was). The end of age NWO “Babylon Tower” spiritually is now to high from their Covid attack 

from November 2019 lock down of nations for more finances and control.  

It has been stated the Ukraine also has hidden NWO bio labs creating bio weapons in the 

country, not everything is as the media portrays it is (last two years of Covid and the false media 

against Trump should tell you that). God is going is causing disruption against the NWO, He is 

now using Putin to do it in 2022, to send the corrupt powers to be into disarray, as a 3rd great 

and final awakening to God begins to happen in the midst of nations. This may sound like a 

conspiracy to many but historic research, new information and current events unfolding now 

proves this as fact. 

See: https://www.nzherald.co.nz/world/russia-invades-ukraine-peace-in-europe-shattered-by-full-scale-war-

world-leaders-respond-to-attack/LKE6YZ5EQM5YEWOEYX535LA6TU/  

See: https://www.facebook.com/watch/live/?ref=watch_permalink&v=325338946220992  

See:      https://www.abc.net.au/news/2022-01-23/russian-troops-ukraine-threat-war-global-stakes-west-

power/100772162h10000    

https://www.nzherald.co.nz/world/russia-invades-ukraine-peace-in-europe-shattered-by-full-scale-war-world-leaders-respond-to-attack/LKE6YZ5EQM5YEWOEYX535LA6TU/
https://www.nzherald.co.nz/world/russia-invades-ukraine-peace-in-europe-shattered-by-full-scale-war-world-leaders-respond-to-attack/LKE6YZ5EQM5YEWOEYX535LA6TU/
https://www.facebook.com/watch/live/?ref=watch_permalink&v=325338946220992
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2022-01-23/russian-troops-ukraine-threat-war-global-stakes-west-power/100772162h
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2022-01-23/russian-troops-ukraine-threat-war-global-stakes-west-power/100772162h
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2022-01-23/russian-troops-ukraine-threat-war-global-stakes-west-power/100772162h%20%0d10000
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See: https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2022/2/24/putins-speech-declaring-war-on-ukraine-translated-

excerpts  

See “Economic war declared”: https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-scotland-scotland-business-60520602  

The 2003 Iraq invasion was the USA against the east to de-stabilize the region a war over 

resources and riches a power play in the region between two super powers (Russia/USA) an axis 

of power. By 2011 the USA then made a full withdrawal from Iraq by 2015 Russia had then 

entered the Iraq /Syrian conflict with Isis from Syria to protect its interests in the region and to 

protect itself from Islamic terrorists in the region. In 2011 The USA had created a vacuum for 

Islamic terrorists to come into the region (Syria/Iraq) to begin a killing and destruction Jihad 

spree over the Middle East area by June 2013.  

The Lord has also said to this writer the time would come when He would send Christians out 

into utter chaos around the world to upheaval in nations. Worldwide economic crash is coming 

Islamic uprisings, riots, conflicts, war and now Covid 19 killing economies shutting down the 

worldwide church with fear propaganda. Ten years on from this word about Ukraine by April 

2021 after the election steal in the USA under Biden, the Russians moved 80’000 troops along the 

Ukraine border by Jan 2022 that increased to 175 thousand troops prepping for a full scale 

invasion of Ukraine. 

       See Ukraine says Russia has moved 80,000 troops to border and Crimea, and Putin won't talk: 

https://www.cbsnews.com/news/russia-ukraine-news-putin-moves-russian-troops-to-border-and-

crimea/     

In mid 2011: 

I had a vision at a prayer group meeting we were praying about Islam. This vision lined up with 

the 2003 vision of Ishmaels salvation. In this vision I saw Gods Glory fire roll across the Middle 

East with two white horse hooves in the front of that fire it was Jesus on His horse. I saw millions 

https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2022/2/24/putins-speech-declaring-war-on-ukraine-translated-excerpts
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2022/2/24/putins-speech-declaring-war-on-ukraine-translated-excerpts
https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-scotland-scotland-business-60520602
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/russia-ukraine-news-putin-moves-russian-troops-to-border-and-crimea/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/russia-ukraine-news-putin-moves-russian-troops-to-border-and-crimea/
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of Muslims on their mats worshipping Allah then they saw this Glory fire coming and their eyes 

were opened to the truth as this fire rolled over them they bowed down to it giving their lives to 

Christ. The odd person remained standing amongst them all refusing to bow only to be burnt to a 

crisp by this fire. God said do not be concerned about the rise of Islam Ishmael will be saved and 

returned into the family. 

    

Actual Vision 

Ishmael (Arabs & Islam) is Isaac's (Jews & Israel) half brother and still a part of Abraham's seed. 

I saw white horse hooves (Jesus on His horse) on top of clouds of fire and glory moving across 

Arab Islamic nations of the Middle East. Millions were on their mats praying to Mecca when 

their eyes were opened (Like seeing a Ghost) amazed at this glory moving across the Arab 

nations. They bowed down beneath this Glory fire as it washed over them giving their lives to 

Christ by the millions. The odd one refused and remained standing and just got burnt to a crisp by 

the fire of God. God said "Don't be concerned about Islam, Ishmael will come back into the 

family in these days." The devil only has a short time then the tide is turned through Gods Glory 

a great revival and harvest of souls is ahead.  

Is 60 states deep darkness will cover the Earth and deep darkness the people but arise and shine 

for the Glory of the Lord has risen upon you, this is coming to Gods Bride during dark times. 

 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10203140939937998&set=a.3684584546846.2143634.1042083638&type=1
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10203140939937998&set=a.3684584546846.2143634.1042083638&type=1
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10203140939937998&set=a.3684584546846.2143634.1042083638&type=1
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In early 2013: 

I decided to pray for Obama for the first time, I never liked him much when He became President 

the Lord stopped me in mid prayer and said clearly to me “Don’t pray for him he’s 

unredeemable”. This stunned me as the only ones that are non-redeemable are the Nephilim half 

breeds or a fallen angel/demon or a man that refuses Christ at death. This then launched me with 

the Lord as He lead me into lengthy study on the “Book of Revelations” for the next several 

years watching things unfold, amazing realizing Obama is the actual antichrist Beast “man of 

sin” of Rev 13 and Daniel 11.  

At the time of this revelation about Obama I had forgotten the end time’s dreams God had given 

me since 1999, so I then went back through my dream diaries searching I then put them together 

in this chapter with updates on occurrences. The Lord opened and unsealed Daniel and end times 

Book of Revelations along with other scriptures in Ezekiel, 2 Thessalonians, Isaiah, Mathew, 

Jeremiah, Joel, Malachi, Zephaniah, Zechariah ect. All based on historical facts that had 

happened and were happening at an alarming speed with Obama on the scene. There is no 

theology in these revelations only facts and prophecy taking place. This is like a sword cutting 

through all the false end time’s teachings out there on Futurism and Preterism. 

“A vision of Obama in antichrist fire in a Cabin burning US constitution, bill of 

rights and flag” 

November 11, 2013 a Christian woman in the USA had this following dream and posted it on U 

Tube 

In a dream this woman was in an old on room log cabin that had a fire place on one side and a 

desk in it. On the desk there were 3 documents and on a chair by the desk was a US flag all 

folded up then President Obama walked into the cabin and walks over to the woman to shake her 

hand he grabs her hand and shakes it. Then all of a sudden it was like the Ghost rider Obama’s 

face turns into a skeleton with fire coming up all around it (antichrist).  

 

Then all of a sudden President Washington was standing there to the left of the table Obama turns and 

knocks Washington down to the floor he was knocked unconscious. Obama then picks up the flag 
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off the chair and unfolds it, it was red with white stripes with 13 stars in a circle (Revolution flag) 

on the blue background then he lays it down on George Washington and then picks up a bottle of 

liquid and pours it onto the flag and over Washington. Obama was smoking a cigarette he then 

took the cigarette and flicked it out on top of Washington catching him and the flag on fire.  

 

Obama then goes over to the table and grabs the 3 documents two you could see they were the 

constitution of America and the bill of rights the third was vague it may have been the something 

to do with liberty and freedom Obama turns and tosses all 3 into the fire and it burned up. By this 

time Obama is back to normal with no fire in his face he turns to the woman and smiles and says 

it was nice meeting you, it was nice seeing you, I know you and you see me and you know me, he 

smiles turns and walks out the door.  

    

Out on the porch there was a line of people going down a path on either side of the path as Obama 

walks down all the people are saying “Obama the great hail Obama the great”. Obama then walks 

down the path to a stream with a bridge going over it he goes over the bridge to a big black limo 

and gets into it looks at the woman from the cabin and waves then drives off. Everybody was 

watching this cabin burn and melt to the ground nothing was left except charred ashes. Then a 

strong wind came and picked up all the ash and dirt from the burnt down cabin it then carried it to 

Washington DC and dumped it on the White House covering it in thick ash and darkness. 
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See  A Vision about Obama (2015):  https://youtu.be/7Eui5X5_wg4  

      Dream by Burt Druckenmiller from the US March 9th 2013 “Obama over taken by a 

flood” 

(The same morning March 9th 2013 the White House closes its doors to public access and tourism not 

to be opened again until Donald Trump got in on Jan 20th 2017).   

A man has a dream about a flood in the public community he saw first some girls displaying a public 

display about Christ in you the King of Glory. Right after that he was taken to a park area he was 

in a house that looked like a boat with clear plastic all around it on a clear sunny day. As in the 

days of Noah they will be giving to each other in marriage but suddenly “The day of the Lord 

comes” all of a sudden a storm came out of nowhere wind and rain come and straight trees began 

to tilt and bend over with branches breaking off and flying like projectiles. The man was in the 

boat house covered in plastic and bent down saying to everyone duck for protection. All of a 

sudden the boat house was lifted up by 20 feet by a flood everyone else in the park was floating it 

came like a mighty river.  

Then the man’s wife the same night has a dream she was in a “White House” there was no access to 

it, it had a protective covering around it and a hole in the roof, so she climbs up through the hole 

to the top of the roof. Obama and his staff were there and then a storm and flood comes down 

upon this house knocking them off the roof of the house. Obama and his staff grab the plastic 

type protective covering around the white house as they fall and pull it off, unwrapping it from 

around the house.  

When the flood waters knocked Obama down, he ended up in a river, looking like he was dead in the 

water Obama and his staff were under the water and lifeless to fight against it. Just like the 

pharaoh was swallowed up by the seas in Mosses time. So Obama and his staff were over taken 

by this flood. Obama is flowing with the wrong spirit the wrong flow and gets washed away in a 

flood as Pharaoh was in Exodus. (God gave Donald Trump a Christian  man  favor winning the 

https://youtu.be/7Eui5X5_wg4
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2016 election he took over the White  House as president as of 2017 an exposing of  White House 

corruption and media corruption then began  an unwrapping)  

     

     

See U Tube Prophetic Dreams - Dreams of Obama, Israel, End time Bible Prophecy, tornados & 

floods. Part Three (2013): https://youtu.be/F63AMbecAyE  

On 3.6.2013: 

 I had a dream of the USA and another army totaling 1 million soldiers each with weapons at a 

standoff with one another ready to fight against each other (spiritual and natural this seems to 

have begun Dec 2019 with the China Covid 19 virus then the stealing of the USA elections in 

2020). Then the battle started I don’t know who the other army was. This was a large scale war 

leading to the destruction of many and WW3.  

It seems to be China the dragon in this scenario by 2019 – 2020 Covid 19 release, china also has 

a million strong army President Xi in 2017 said he wants to lead the New World Order for 

socialism communism take over. This disease as Trump called it the China virus came against 

USA and all world nations shutting down economies and cultures around the world. Te Lord said 

to me the week of the USA election in Nov 2020, WW3 has begun a political and economic take 

over and control by the elites, they want to destroy America. Now China and Russia have joined 

forces in international agreements. This will lead to worldwide economic collapse with eventual 

conflicts and war against Israel moving us into Armageddon.  

https://youtu.be/F63AMbecAyE
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See Chinese president Xi Jinping has vowed to lead the “new world order”: 

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/chinese-president-xi-jinping-vowed-084654413.html    

    

 

February 2014: (Off the cuff) 

I had a dream I was a NASA astronaut going on a mission trip. I was at the NASA base in the USA 

when an organization that had split off from NASA had turned up (Vatican?). There were 

scientists in white coats and a blue flying disk was flying around in the clouds at tremendous 

speeds making a huge whirling noise. It was in full public view president Obama had ordered this 

USA made flying disk to be made public due to threats from Iran this was to scare them off the 

US. I asked one of the scientists from the secretive NASA organization what speed can it do?  

What mach speed ?.  He said it goes faster than mach speed in other words it could do light speed.  

In recent times the Vatican is said to be preparing for alien UFO disclosure on the world scene in 

reports from Jesuit meetings at the Vatican. Obama has made a nuclear deal with Iran even 

lifting economic international sanctions with Iran who is wanting to now attack and threaten the 

USA. Obama is in bed with the dragon wanting to control this world and change God’s time 

frames of prophecy and prophetic events the fallen angels work with Satan Obama is satanically 

inspired as the Beast, he has inside info on any UFO activity within USA special operations. In 

2014 had a vision from God of fallen angels pushing a wave of destruction against the Earth 

behind the banker elites, influencing them the Dragons puppets and those wanting to destroy this 

world all under Satan’s command the Rev 13:1-10 beast in action. A very interesting vision from 

God yet hidden to most in this world, the end times demonic powers coming to a head to head 

crunch time with God through man. The world is the battle ground over human souls. 

 

 

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/chinese-president-xi-jinping-vowed-084654413.html
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6.8.2014  

I saw nations going into economic meltdown like on a grid system (yet to come to do with revival ? 

like in 2008 economic crash and the Florida outpouring ?) All of these lines were at the top of 

the grid then something began to happen and the grid changed. I saw all the nations economies 

crash the grid lines fell to the bottom of the scale. 

Dec 2019 Covid 19 came releasing the Dan 8 cleansing the sanctuary, the Rev 17 ten horn economic 

war, then USA elections were stolen, then Nov 2020 this WW3 begins in a dream from God in 

USA, this would take us through to 2030, the agenda 2030 goal of the New World Order. 

 

 In the middle of this grid I then saw a blue line rising up on the graph the rest were black and 

dropping. This blue line on the world economic graph the Lord said was New Zealand prospering 

in the days ahead under Gods glory in the nation. It was also said “10 years of time”. In October 

2014 I had another dream where it was said by God to me “A 10 year war of doom and gloom 

is coming” WW3 ?  economic war ? political war ? physical war ?.  

I also had a word from God that He was going to tear down the Federal Reserve of the USA tear 

down the dragon’s power. 

President Donald Trump in 2018 had begun moving against the Federal Reserve bank,  to change its 

control over America under USA national emergency laws. Lord then also said to me He will 

begin to loose the Revival outpouring in New Zealand the “ends of the Earth” that will go around 

the world. NZ is the spark that will start a fire but first is the “Dan 8, 2300 days cleansing the 

sanctuary” the bride Eph 5:26-27  

The 2300 days in Dan 8 or 6.5 years ended Dec 2019 that started at the beginning of war against the 

saints in June 2013. In Dec 2019 the same month “Covid 19” turns up (2 Chr 7:12-14) in Wuhan 
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China that goes around the world shutting down economics in nations and the worldwide church 

the cleansing of the sanctuary the Eph 5:27 Bride of Christ begins in preparation for harvest Joel 

3 “wake up the nations for multitudes are in the valley of decision”.  

Then by mid March the stock market starts with major crashes this is tied into the Rev 17, 10 horn 

economic war against the lamb the WTO under UN. It takes money to bring in a harvest of souls). 

Tauranga my city is the futherest city on Earth from Jerusalem New Zealand is the “ends of the 

Earth” and helped set Jerusalem free from the Ottoman Turks in 1917, WW1 1st Trumpet, 

clearing the way for Israel to become a nation again in 1948. He who blesses Israel shall be 

blessed” Num 24:9. 

August 17th 2014 

In a dream last night I saw Iraq and the Islamic state Isis rampaging across the land. I then saw 

200 million horsemen rise up. I saw Isis defeated and get pushed out of Iraq.  

200 million horsemen = Rev 9:13-21 the 6th Trumpet 

3rd world war 3rd of mankind killed in region, by Jan 2017 42 months of warring against the 

saints 2.3 million Christians have been destroyed from the region in Iraq and Syria have 

disappeared. The Euphrates is surrounded by four nations Turkey, Iraq, Styria and Iran in 2013 

these four nations had a population of 205 million all Islamic nations Islam is seen as an army. 

This war comes out of the Middle East. Isis has attacked 5 nations Syria, Iraq, Turkey, Lebanon 

and Jordon. We are at the end of the 5th going into the 6th trumpet as of this word. The 5th 

Trumpet began in Iraq with the 2003 Bush invasion taking down Saddam Hussein coming to 

completion with US withdrawal of troops in 2011 a ten year period creating the Isis vacuum to 

rise up.  

By Dec 2017 Isis has been destroyed and defeated in Iraq and Syria by Putin and Trump. This 

200 million is found in the 6th Trumpet of the book of Revelation, Islam is a warring militant 

religion. This is where a third world war begins physically, in the Middle East region 4 Islamic 

nations Iraq , Syria, Turkey and Iran surround the Euphrates river. The four demonic angels 

released at the Euphrates are over these four nations Rev 9:14, 6th trumpet we are now in the 6th 

bowl is the Euphrates drying up this began in 2009 Rev 16:12.  By Dec 2015 the Russians 

became involved in the Syria conflict and Iraq against Isis they began killing thousands of them 

against President Obama’s wishes. When Donald Trump was voted inaugurated as US president, 

in Jan 2017 the war against Isis got ramped up lifting Obama’s military restrictions in the 

campaign against Isis, President Obama could no longer protect Isis. By Jan 2018 generals in 

both Syria and Iraq declared total victory over Isis defeating them in both countries with only 

very small Isis numbers left in tiny pockets in Syria. 
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This war in the 6th Trumpet and 6th Bowl conflict is considered a physical war it starts along the 

river Euphrates Rev 9:14. Then eventually leads to the Kings of the east cross over to come 

against Israel when the time is due Ez 38, 39 Rev 11:2, Zech 14:2 conflict and final WW3 

Armageddon Rev 16:16. A third of men are killed in this region the continent of Asia a fourth of 

the worlds land mass .This conflict along the Euphrates is in prophecy its not a third of all of 

mankind in all nations as some would try to preach. The Euphrates starts in Turkey it runs 

through Syria, Iraq and ends in Iran (Rev 14-15, four nations/angels held until their times then 

they are loosed) these four nations are Islamic and had 205 million population in 2011. The 

conflicts in this region (from 2001, 9/11 and Arab Spring 2011) have been mainly in Syria and 

Iraq these are 100% percent Islamic worshipers extreme Islam (the beast). The 5th trumpet took 

10 years to fulfill from 9/11 to 2011 maybe the sixth will be the similar 10 to 20 years.         

See video on “The Caliphate and Islamic mark of the beast”: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=riL_HSVzGlc   

This was a vision from Kathie Walters (prophet itinerant minister) on 26.7.2014.  

Yesterday three times I had a very strong and vivid vision. It was loud and close. I saw hundreds 

of crazed apes and gorillas rushing across the White house lawns (Muslims). I don't believe at that 

point they were running to the white house but past it. I talked to some prophet friends and they 

said to pray against terror attacks like 9/11.  

This is because the crazed apes or Muslims have been in the White House since 2009 with Obama 

and his Islamic Hench men. From January 2017 the power has changed hands in the White 

House from Muslim back to Christian under Trump Dan 7:22, Gods favor given to the saints. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=riL_HSVzGlc
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I had a dream in early October 2014 after watching a Roman Catholic service on satellite 

TV: 

In the dream I saw Satan as a red skinned Devil with a pontiffs hat on to cover his horns to give 

himself a human look his horns were hidden under the pontiffs hat this demonic creature had 

goats feet (Baphomet) and was walking through the bush like a wild man it then spotted a 

beautiful woman standing on the sand on the beach in an early history wedding type dress with 

high heels on. 

 =          

 This red skinned devil then came over deceived and seduced her (Constantine in 313AD brought 

forth the “Edict of Milan” ending Christian persecution in Rome and corrupting the church with 

wealth and paganism) the red skinned beast lay with her it had sexual intercourse with her 

impregnating her. The red skinned beast consummated with this beautiful woman and joined 

itself to her.  
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This was the birthing and joining together of the Roman system and belief’s and the Christians in 

Rome forming the beginnings of what we know as today as the “Roman Catholic Church”. 

Rome’s pagan beliefs and rituals merged with the Roman Christians forming a new doctrine and 

system of beliefs that was pleasing to all at the time in Rome it corrupted and compromised the 

true word of God this religion is now 1800 years old.   

This is the whore of Babylon the wicked woman (wicked church) riding the scarlet beast in Rev 

17 a city that actually sits on 7 hills that has prostituted herself with the nations. She is drunk on 

the blood of the martyrs of God it says. The two main religions for hundreds of years that have 

directly targeted and killed Gods saints are the Roman Catholic Church/Vatican and Islam. Islam 

today is still killing the saints through crucifixion/beheading/sex slavery with even reports of 

cannibalism and drinking their saint’s blood for Islamic purification. The persecution of the saints 

is in over 60 nations that are mainly Islamic involving over 200 million Christians. 

    

See: (pic taken from ) https://youtu.be/5nF4lEz8TYE & https://youtu.be/4LZnAQ985Ac  

It seems the Vatican and Islam have had the same beast spirit with the same blood lust thirst for 

killing the saints. Interestingly there’s a missing key to history I believe that is revealed by a high 

up ex Jesuit priest trained in the Vatican ”Roberto Rivera” who converted to Christianity then 

https://youtu.be/5nF4lEz8TYE
https://youtu.be/4LZnAQ985Ac
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went on to write a book. Roberto explains and testifies in his book how the Vatican actually gave 

birth to the “Islamic” religion 300 years after Constantine came along through training up 

Muhammad (started preaching Islam in 610 AD) chosen by catholic priests in early 600AD.  

The purpose was to unite warring Arab tribes to raise an army in the east to take out Jerusalem; 

the Vatican wanted it as a prize jewel in their crown. Things turned bad over the years and Islam 

grew strongly formed an army called the pope an Infidel and started Jihad across Europe this 

caused the Vatican to raise up its own army from peasants and nobles it ended up being called the 

“crusades” against Islam the Vatican’s own creation. This would make “Islam” if true  

(cannot be proven historical records are hidden in Vatican catacombs) the spiritual children of 

the Vatican a bad tree with bad fruit. Islam (killed over 669 million people since its conception) 

and the Vatican (killed estimated 150 million since its conception “50-70 million were 

protestants”) has for centuries tortured and killed true Christians as their number one target.  

Under this Holy Roman Empire the UN/EU/Vatican and the Dragon Elites of our last days you  

have them pushing socialism upon the nations to control economics and politics tyranny over 

nations. You have the UN pushing the Islamic immigration Global compact agreements from 

Bush and Obama’s Middle East war policies causing mass refugee immigration upon nations. 

You have the new policies that are being created by the UN for anti hate speech laws anti Islam 

phobia speech over nations to get them to submit. People they will not be able to criticize the UN 

or any government because of these new laws coming forth killing free speech a God given gift 

as of mid 2019 this mark of the beast law is under way.  

Mario Murillo a major Christian minister and prophetic seer in 2019 stated that Islam and 

socialism were coming together joining forces as written in his 2019 book “Vessels of fire and 

Glory”. He also stated Obama is behind Biden’s administration that Biden is a Manchurian 

candidate for Obama.  

See Will Donald Trump Be Re-Elected in November? (feat. Mario Murillo): 

https://youtu.be/nRe5uIvJd-w  

See Urgent Prophetic Alert America, Prepare for November ! (19mins in Vessels of fire and 

Glory book): https://youtu.be/zh3vDhHDfaM     

The Church of God “Bride” in Rome  +  Red skinned Beast “antichrist paganism” under 

Constantine of Rome   =  Birth of Roman Catholic Church 313 AD, then the Vatican has a baby 

300 years later known as “Islam” .Then Islam and socialism is a tool in the hands of the powers to 

be to bring chaos and fear to nations to dismantle democracies, that’s what we see now playing 

out over nations through the UN and other organisations. 

https://youtu.be/nRe5uIvJd-w
https://youtu.be/zh3vDhHDfaM
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=         

                           Birth of Islam the children by the Vatican Islam starts in 610AD 

This same murderous spirit towards true Christian’s labeled as Protestants or heretics by the 

Vatican and Infidel pigs (systematic genocide) is also found in Islam and has transpired for 

generations a true antichrist spirit and system of beliefs against Gods elect. It is well known by 

Historians researching Islam and the Koran that the only evidence of its creation is the story 

within the Koran itself. There are no other founding historical documents proving its conception 

except the Muslim Koran that only appeared 300 years after Muhammad the written word or by 

word of mouth. (The Koran itself over the hundreds of years of its existence has been changed 

many times with new laws added over the centuries by Islamic leaders and teachers.)  

Islam dominated most of Europe and the Middle East as a power for hundreds of years until 

WW1 when the Ottoman Empire suffered a huge defeat from the British. Muslims have been on 

the rise and increased their attacks against Christians and European nations since the 2011 Arab 

spring uprising an expediential increase of persecution. This war and Muslim crisis has been 

reported in the social media and in the world news for the last few years, the nations are in fear 

and perplexed by it as they do not understand the danger  of the Islamic ideals and agenda. 

In March 2014 the Lord said to me he was going to tear down the federal reserve bank of 

America (Rev 13;4 Dragon banking elite) and confirmed it through a Texas revivalist Peter 

Carrasquillo ministering in NZ, whose wife from Mexico Maggie helped start the Kawerau 

revival 2 months later in May 2014. Peter said to me he too had heard that from God as well 

about the US Federal Reserve being torn down. This is the largest central bank in the world 

established under banker elites control robbing nations since the early 1800’s.  
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Under Donald Trump from 2017 he has said he doesn’t like the Federal Reserve and wants it 

removed from the USA. Donald Trump then under the Covid 19 national emergency powers,  

moved in March 2020 the Federal Reserve bank into the USA treasury nationalizing the bank 

with military support. This makes the US President the CEO of the Fed to control its functioning 

Trump removed the Fed from the Rothschild’s. The media that these banker elites own have not 

reported on this for obvious reasons.  

See: https://www.pinnacledigest.com/economy/trump-controls-federal-reserve/   

See: https://www.forbes.com/sites/billybambrough/2020/04/13/donald-trump-and-the-fed-have-

ended-the-free-market/#6eb19f574ef0  

See: https://www.cnbc.com/2018/07/20/trump-poised-to-take-control-of-the-federal-reserve.html  

See: https://www.forbes.com/sites/billybambrough/2020/03/28/donald-trump-and-the-fed-are-

destroying-the-us-dollar/#712d9f806ebc 

See: U Tube video “Trump Takes Control of the FED - Leads the way for other countries to 

follow - Michael Tellinger” : https://youtu.be/aVkB89ONeNg  

Oct 2014 

I had a dream where God came and spoke with me he said to me “you are to remain with your 

in laws (Sister in law on farm) and I will give you success” as “there is a 10 year war of doom 

and gloom coming”. I am preparing you for this to come. The Lord also said to me “watch 

Ukraine” it is the true chess piece on the world stage for war.  

Russia entered into Syrian war in Dec 2016. The US is boosting its NATO forces in and along 

Russian borders over the Ukraine war Jan 2017. 2021 Russia again moves 80’000 troops along 

Ukraine borders.     

21.10.14   “Monsters in the White House” 

I had a dream of Obama I was in the White House Obama had all sorts of unclean creatures with 

him that he was nurturing, there was perversion and mutant alien looking creatures. Obama would 

change costumes to a pirate then to a cross dresser. He would invite officials to the White House 

and feed them delicacies of USA foods. He would look for men to influence to bring them onto 

his team to influence their nations, to go the Obama way with multitudes to gain influence power 

and control. 

https://www.pinnacledigest.com/economy/trump-controls-federal-reserve/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/billybambrough/2020/04/13/donald-trump-and-the-fed-have-ended-the-free-market/#6eb19f574ef0
https://www.forbes.com/sites/billybambrough/2020/04/13/donald-trump-and-the-fed-have-ended-the-free-market/#6eb19f574ef0
https://www.cnbc.com/2018/07/20/trump-poised-to-take-control-of-the-federal-reserve.html
https://www.forbes.com/sites/billybambrough/2020/03/28/donald-trump-and-the-fed-are-destroying-the-us-dollar/#712d9f806ebc
https://www.forbes.com/sites/billybambrough/2020/03/28/donald-trump-and-the-fed-are-destroying-the-us-dollar/#712d9f806ebc
https://youtu.be/aVkB89ONeNg
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In this dream Obama was a good actor and could be in a Hollywood movie you could not get any 

real sense out of him. Obama would be direct to you then go off on his own grandeur about 

African culture and ways. He would then want to play act again some character from his 

childhood he had props all through the White House and wore a wig as a part of his act. Obama 

was a very unstable unpredictable person that loved the adoration of others despite his poor 

performance he seemed to only back the perverse and dangerous, a man of danger and deceit. 

                  

 

25.12.14 

I had a dream in this dream I was with a group of people I was telling them a world wide winter is 

coming an economic crash world wide that God was going to prosper New Zealand through 

revival. 
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From 6.8.12 grid system collapse dream then by 2020 Dec Covid 19 economy shut downs world 

wide the Rev 17 ten horn economic war begins. The USA election dream Oct 20th 2020 WW3 has 

begun.  

20.2.2015 

I felt the lord prompt me again today that “Ukrain” is the chess piece on the world stage Russia 

verses the USA east verses the west WW3 (Russia entered into the Syrian war on Sept 3th 2015 

and Turkey shot a Russian fighter down fire called down from heaven by false prophet Rev 13:11-

18 in December 2015, Daniel 11:25-26.) The Ukrain is a UN  member so it comes under UN 

protection against russian invasion. In recent years Russia has deployed up to 15’000 troops and 

weapons along the Ukrain Russian borders. (NATO as of early 2014 - 2017 has advanced 

thousands of weapons and troops in the Baltic states along Russian borders). 

4.3.2015 

I had a dream of a massive skeletal looking spirit of death (Death and Hell “The Destroyer” 

Abbadon/Apollyon) 4 or 5 hundred feet high arising up out of the depths of hell up through a 

mountain onto the Earth, at first it was shackeled and said “You can’t hold me down” then it 

stood up across the land (Earth) and began to walk causing spiritual earthquakes of fire and 

destruction where ever it went, as each step was taken. 
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This is destruction being loosed upn nations starting under Obama in the Middle East. This is the 

New World Order UN deceptions against nations the beast and false prophet on the world scene 

and the antichrist agneda over nations being accelerated. Satans startegies for the end times 

carnage against nations to try and change the times and seasons of God, Satan  knows his time is 

short Rev 12:12. This is economic destruction coming world wide pressures of chaos and disorder 

its conflict and war over mens souls.  

It’s tied into coruption decption, lies and chaos through the UN 2030 agenda of socialism pushing 

the refugee Global comapct crisis that has started in the nations of the Middle East and Europe all 

due to the conflicts in Syria and Iraq, involving millions of displaced refugees. This has let into 

nations tens of thousands of Muslim terroists disguised as refugees deceiving those nations to 

bring war and destruction through bombing and terroism acts against the nations they enter into.  

An attack in Paris at the end of 2015 in a night club alone killed over a hundred people and put 

the nation on high alert almost causing Paris to become a police state over night. Another 

bombing in Brussels on a train staion  in  March of 2016  kills more adding more fuel to the fire 

that’s about to erupt. Overall tereroist attacks have increased by 63% around the world since 2008 

(Obama) most go unreported yet these attacks have killed many in recent times. Since George 

Bush (5th Trumpet) then  Obama (6th Trumpet) loosed thier foreign policies in the Middle East and 

around the world much chaos, disruption, deception, corruption and destruction has come upon 

the earth perplexing nations with fear.  
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Up untill 2017 there were 4300 deaths per year from Muslim terroist attacks in Iraq, 2700 in 

Afghanistan, hundreds in Nigeria, Mali, Somalia and Mozambique with many deaths in France, 

Britain, Egypt, Israel and the Congo. This does not take into account the many Muslim gang 

rapes taking place destroying lives across nations mostly going unreported because of the fear of 

Mulsim retaliation. The Global terroism index ranks 163 out of 200 countries as affected 

according to the impact of terroism acroos the board by the number of attacks, fatalities and 

property damages. These attrocities need to be acknowleged for what the are out right evil and 

demonically inspired. 

   

Terrorist incidents map of the world 1970 – 2015.  

 

Islamic terroist murder year 2015 

See: https://pranavpandya84.github.io/masters_thesis_on_global_terrorism/index.html 

https://pranavpandya84.github.io/masters_thesis_on_global_terrorism/index.html
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See: https://www.forbes.com/sites/dominicdudley/2019/11/20/ten-countries-

terrorism/?sh=1023a71a4db8  

See: https://www.electionforum.org/church/islamic-terrorists-murder-priest-church-next/   

More bombings have taken place in Turkey in 2016 (cue) killing many and more in Pakistan 

killing woman and children mainly christians. Islamic attacks have increased around the world at 

an accelerated rate most go unreported in mainstream news a cover up of the rapes, violence and 

Chaos induced by militant Muslims. The destruction has started and is almost impossible to stop 

Islam is on the March the only country on Earth these terroists fear is Israel as Israel is well 

versed in gorrila warfare and terroism and knows this enemy well.  

The rest of the nations are not prepared for what Muslim terroism brings, its foreign to the west 

and has the potential to tear down governments and economies the tribulations are increasing 

internationally, political and economic collaspe are on its way. The ten beast crowns “TTPA” has 

been given to the Beast the ten crowns were placed upon the ten horns in Feb 2016, signed by 12 

international trade ministers under John Keys government.  

See: https://www.stuff.co.nz/business/industries/76548471/tppa-signing-thousands-take-to-the-

streets-as-trade-deal-is-made-official  

 

This agreement was signed in New Zealand negotiated with 12 nations (actually 10 NZ and 

Aussie as one , Canada and USA as one) solely by Obama himself for the corporate elites to take 

over soveriegn nations economies this was done all under US Fast Track NAFTA trade authority. 

This released the antichrist spirit over these nations. Then by the 15th March 2019 just 3 years 

after this signing of the TTPA antichrist agreement a terroist attck happened in New Zealand 

against Muslims that killed 51 people, this had never happened before in new Zealand apart from 

the Maori wars of the 1860’s. May 2015 At a prayer meeting in Te Puke for revival for NZ a 

traveling minister came from England from the UK she was stirred with fear about Islam taking 

over in th UK. God said tell her “What you fear will not happen” revival is coming to England 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/dominicdudley/2019/11/20/ten-countries-terrorism/?sh=1023a71a4db8
https://www.forbes.com/sites/dominicdudley/2019/11/20/ten-countries-terrorism/?sh=1023a71a4db8
https://www.electionforum.org/church/islamic-terrorists-murder-priest-church-next/
https://www.stuff.co.nz/business/industries/76548471/tppa-signing-thousands-take-to-the-streets-as-trade-deal-is-made-official
https://www.stuff.co.nz/business/industries/76548471/tppa-signing-thousands-take-to-the-streets-as-trade-deal-is-made-official
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in the days ahead God would move upon the Muslims with salvation (hellelujah Harvest revival 

Rev 14:14-16). 

A WORD OF ENCOURAGEMENT   2.6.2015 

Saints (God) 

 

Islam (Satan) 

In the last few weeks I have been personally wondering what’s going on God all these dreams 

and visions and words you have given to so many yet nothing seems to be coming forth yet in the 

glory ? The world is in turmoil and millions of Christians are being persecuted thousands 

murdered and raped and displaced when are you going to move ? I know revelations have to be 

fulfilled but what’s going on for the body of Christ? (In July 2019 God showed me His time line 

for revival in Dan 8 the 2300 days 6.5 years from the “war against the saints” revival will come 

in 2020, He will cleanse His sanctuary the bride on Earth before His return.  

Vision 28.5.2015:  

I saw the Lord in a vision bring judgment against Islam I saw the sands of time in an hour glass 

run out for Islam the Lord then flipped the hour glass over and favor and victory was then given 

to the saints Dan 7:22 to overcome the persecution they had endured (August 16th 2014 dream of 

Isis defeat then Trump becomes President Jan 2017 “Daniel 7:22” at end of 42 months 

warring against the saints turns heavely against Isis as a Christian President). I saw riders on 

white horses of fire ride across the land burning everything in their path with “Holy Fire” (Joel 2 

army). The enemy had to flee and run from this onslaught of grace mercy and love as millions 

came running to God and salvation (Rev 14:14-16 worldwide harvests coming). A great victory 

the blood of the saints had cried out to God and he answered and God was satisfied with the cry.  

This was a very clear vision of an egg timer type of hour glass with sand in it came. On the top of 

the timer was written "Islam" (warring against the saints) and its sand (time) had nearly run out. 
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I saw the Lord turn it over and this time it had "Saints" written on the portion now at the top of 

the timer (Daniel 7:22, 25-27) that was full of sand. God is about to give judgment in favor 

(Trump Jan 2017) of the saints (to posses the kingdom on Earth) against what the enemy has 

being doing “warring against the saints” for a long time. I also felt Lord say He was going to 

destroy Isis from Iraq to push them right out (happened end of 2017 under Trump). 

Daniel 7:21: 22 "I kept looking, and that horn (Antichrist) was waging war with the saints and 

overpowering them until the Ancient of Days came and judgment was passed in favor of the 

saints of the Highest One, and the time arrived when the saints took possession of the kingdom.  

November  8th  2016 Trump wins presidential race  against great odds he is a Christian 

surrounded by evangelicals such  as Jenetzin Franklin  and David Jeremiah the antichrist 

kingdom just got topple in the USA time for Rev 14 harvest, he’s inaugurated Jan 2017 the 42 

month of Tribulation against the saints uncanny, God means what he says and says what He 

means.  

The Beast that makes war against the saints of God in last days 

Daniel 8:9-12   And out of one of them came a little horn which grew exceedingly great 

toward the south, toward the east, and toward the Glorious Land. And it grew up to the 

host of heaven; and it cast down some of the host and some of the stars to the ground, and 

trampled them.  He even exalted himself as high as the Prince of the host; and by him the 

daily sacrifices were taken away, and the place of His (Gods) sanctuary was cast down.  

Because of transgression, an army was given over to the horn to oppose the daily sacrifices; 

and he cast truth down to the ground. He did all this and prospered.    

Daniel 8:23   "And in the latter time of their kingdom (last days), When the transgressors 

have reached their fullness (fullness of the Gentiles), A king shall arise, Having fierce 

features (Antichrist Beast Rev 13), Who understands sinister schemes. His power shall be 

mighty, but not by his own power; He shall destroy fearfully, And shall prosper and thrive; 

He shall destroy the mighty, and also the holy people. 

Warring against the saints for 3 and half years (started in mid 2013 under Obama ends Jan 2017) 

Daniel 7:25 “He shall persecute the saints of the most high and shall intend to change times 

and law, and the saints shall be given into his hand for a time times and half a time”  

Daniel 11:31-32 “And forces (Muslims) shall be mustered by him (Rev 13 1st beast, King of 

north), and they shall defile the sanctuary fortress; then they shall take away the daily 

sacrifices, and place there the abomination of desolation (Islamic flag pole). Those who do 

wickedly against the covenant he shall corrupt with flattery; but the people who know their 

God shall be strong, and carry out great exploits.”  
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Daniel 9:27 (last week “7 years” of Daniels 70 week prophesy)” Then he shall confirm a 

covenant with many for one week; But in the middle of the week He shall bring an end to 

sacrifice and offering. And on the wing of abominations shall be one who makes desolate, 

Even until the consummation, which is determined, Is poured out on the desolate."  

Revelation 13 5-7 “And he was given a mouth speaking great things and blasphemies, and 

he was given authority to continue for forty-two months. Then he opened his mouth in 

blasphemy against God, to blaspheme His name, His tabernacle, and those who dwell in 

heaven.  It was granted to him to make war with the saints and to overcome them. And 

authority was given him over every tribe, tongue, and nation”. 

September 30th 2015  

Russia enters the Syrian war against Isis against all Muslim terror and stands to help Christians 

according to Putin bringing new hope to the world. The Russian operation in Syria is nicknamed 

“Operation Salvation”. Putin is a Christian and the king of the South (Daniel 11:21-45 end times 

kings in this portion of scripture between verse 20 and 21 is over 2000 years as debated by 

scholars), who stands against the king of the north Obama. 

 This is the beginning of the turning of the tide of the beasts “War against the saints” there is one 

year left in the 42 months of this warring since June 2013 – to end Jan 2017 (end of Obama’s 

second term). Hezbollah entered into the Syrian conflict June 2013 with 2000-4000 terrorist 

troops, Christian martyrs began to double in this conflict and around the world to 160-200 

thousand a year a spiritual increase of demonic attacks. Then terrorists formed Isis that went into 

Iraq in early 2014 with genocide against Christians in the region. So a turning towards the end of 

this 42 month period a turning around is beginning to take place in favor of the saints.  

Gods out poured harvest Glory for Rev 14:14-16 harvest is next, first in the natural then in the 

spiritual. Obama himself jokingly stated at the White House Correspondence dinner on live video  

April 2015 that “Michelle Bachmann said I would bring about the Biblical end of days”, yet 

that’s exactly what he’s been doing ironic.  

See Obama; Michele Bachmann actually predicted that I would bring about the biblical end of 

days: https://youtu.be/9i8Gtg88ABE  

(Iraq announced the total defeat of Isis within its borders on Dec 9th 2017 with President Trumps 

help). 

Around this time I also had a prophetic friend seer “Jo Dalton” ring me from the South Island of 

New Zealand she had a vision of Putin being lifted up elevated by Gods Golden ark angels and 

wondered what it meant. I told her what God had shown me that Putin a Christ (Orthodox 

Christian wears a cross of his mother) believer was the king of the South from Daniel 11:21-45, 

https://youtu.be/9i8Gtg88ABE
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the good guy on the world scene as Obama is (King of North Dan 11: 21-45). Putin is a leader 

God is using as part of holding back the wrath of the Beast Rev 13:1-10 and the New World order 

until Gods harvest can come forth.  

This was then boosted with Brexit happening in Europe in 2016 and then Donald Trump 

becoming president in 2017. All of this to stop the Antichrist agenda of the Dragon elite from 

changing times and seasons and causing an early WW3 that would have killed potentially 

millions across nations. God wants his harvest first (Rev 14:14-16 billions of souls) before He 

returns (Putin deals major defeats to the banker world and Isis in both Iraq and Syria since Sept  

2015 then President Trump comes in and ups the anti against Isis in Iraq and Syria as well doing 

in one year what Obama couldn’t do in 4 years). 

Judgment for the saints and harvest time against the beast (Time runs out for beast) 

Daniel 7:20-21 “and the ten horns that were on its head, and the other horn which came up, 

before which three fell, namely, that horn which had eyes and a mouth which spoke 

pompous words, whose appearance was greater than his fellows.  "I was watching; and the 

same horn was making war against the saints, and prevailing against them”, “until the 

Ancient of Days came, and a judgment was made in favor of the saints of the Most High, 

and the time came for the saints to possess the kingdom.”   

Revelation14:14-16 Then I looked, and behold, a white cloud, and on the cloud sat One like 

the Son of Man, having on His head a golden crown, and in His hand a sharp sickle. And 

another angel came out of the temple, crying with a loud voice to Him who sat on the cloud, 

"Thrust in Your sickle and reap, for the time has come for You to reap, for the harvest of 

the earth is ripe." So He who sat on the cloud thrust in His sickle on the earth, and the earth 

was reaped. 

 Daniel 12:7 “It shall be for a time times and half a time (3 and half years) when the power 

of the Holy people has been completely crushed all these things shall be fulfilled”  

Revelation 6:9 – 11 “When He opened the fifth seal, I saw under the altar the souls of those 

who had been slain for the word of God and for the testimony which they held.  And they 

cried with a loud voice, saying, "How long, O Lord, holy and true, until You judge and 

avenge our blood on those who dwell on the earth?"  Then a white robe was given to each of 

them; and it was said to them that they should rest a little while longer, until both the 

number of their fellow servants and their brethren, who would be killed as they were, was 

completed.”  

Revelations 7:9-14 After these things I looked, and behold, a great multitude which no one 

could number, of all nations, tribes, peoples, and tongues, standing before the throne and 

before the Lamb, clothed with white robes, with palm branches in their hands,  and crying 
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out with a loud voice, saying, "Salvation belongs to our God who sits on the throne, and to 

the Lamb!"   

All the angels stood around the throne and the elders and the four living creatures, and fell 

on their faces before the throne and worshiped God, saying: "Amen! Blessing and glory and 

wisdom, Thanksgiving and honor and power and might, Be to our God forever and ever. 

Amen."  Then one of the elders answered, saying to me, "Who are these arrayed in white 

robes, and where did they come from?" And I said to him, "Sir, you know." So he said to 

me, "These are the ones who come out of the great tribulation, and washed their robes and 

made them white in the blood of the Lamb.    (NKJV) 

Word    ” February 2015”    (Trump got in November 8th  2016  the flipping over of USA  has 

begun from unrighteousness to righteousness for revival) 

Prophesy word from Lord: I was at a prayer meeting last night 2.6.15 in worship when this word 

came forth given to me from the Lord. "The door of glory to come is cracked open but 

restrained by My love for now, to the opening of its fullness. It has opened to what can be 

received for now by My people, but soon it will be fully opened. For I am the one who opens 

the door,  that no one can close. When I open this door in My time which is very soon, 

millions will come (Rev 14:14-16 worldwide harvest) and bow down in repentance, in tears 

and in the freshness of the fear of the Lord and receive salvation.  

I have held nothing back from My children it is not withheld, it is not withheld it is only 

restrained by my love until it is ready (2017 onwards end of 42 months “warring against the 

saints” Revival comes in 2020). The time of Islam is about to run out a turning is about to 

take place in favor of the saints the door of My favor and glory will be fully opened it shall 

be unveiled to the multitudes even Islam will bow. For the blood of the saints cries out and 

shall be answered in these days. Be encouraged for it tarries for but a short time then 

fullness shall come. I have heard the cries of My bride "so see" for I shall have My way in 

the Earth. 

(I have a sense that over the next short while massive changes are coming to current situations in 

the glory of God I believe this will begin to happen in the favor of the saints Dan 7:22 at the end 

of the 42 month war January 2017 something will happen (Trump got in) , to overcome the 

wicked shall they shall be dust under our feet in a glorious way according to His prophetic word). 

June 16, 2015 

In a dream I saw President Obama moving on America with his own agenda he was stripping 

internal foundational structures (planting corrupt people in government agencies CIA, FBI, Home 

land security, military, congress ect) that had held the US together (constitution).He was 

removing key figures (US patriots) that ran entire areas of America’s internal workings that had 
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been there a long time. Obama removed certain people that he knew would become a problem he 

replaced them in all areas of America’s functioning in the military and political arena etc. To the 

public it looked OK but Obama was about to flip America’s entire system upside down to herald 

in his dark agenda and kingdom of the beast (praise God Hillary lost to Trump in 2016). 

 I saw key patriotic figures men and woman dis orientated and dis empowered a takeover of 

position and power had occurred transforming the countries landscape from normal function into 

absolute dis function and chaos (US riots and protests false left wing liberal elite owned media 

with ongoing organized vile attacks against President Trump 2017 onwards). Obama’s purpose 

was to destroy the US and its strength to make it his own stripping it of all and any resistance to 

himself transforming the US from where it is now into total dis function as a nation. I did see 

some old school key figures in the US come together secretly forming a plan to counter what 

Obama had done to the US an internal revolution to make a plan to stand against the beast and his 

agenda . 

(Trump “Let’s make America great again” and “drain the swamp” came ordained by God ).  

But this plan was for a time in the future (2 years later 2017 Trump became president. Prior to 

Trumps election run 4 generals came to see Trump to ask him to run for president that a cue was 

about to take place but if Trump ran they would have a legal cue to take back America Q anon 

video prophecy testimony: “Did Kim Clement see "Q" in 2012? In 2014 A New Party Rising Up 

Who Are One, United.” ; https://youtu.be/MY9chlKVKeE) and was not an immediate solution to 

what was happening to America under Obama’s terror and reign as US president. Obama would 

deceive and be friend certain key figures to implement his plan and purpose. 

June 17, 2015 (Joel 2 season) 

During a worship and prayer meeting, after we had worshiped and went silent. I began hearing a 

Trumpet in heaven with my spirit ears it was kind of on top of my head and being blown it went 

for about 5 mins. I felt all of heaven shaking and vibrating under its blast it was a significant 

sound, something was happening in heavens from this Trumpet blast that will affect the Earth.  I 

have not heard the sounds of heaven for nearly 18 years. This was a trumpet of shift for a new 

season of fulfillment for the earth recognized in heavenly realms. 

25.6. 2015 (June 25th ten kings give ten crowns to beast with TPPA agreement) 

Fast track Authority was given to President Obama the beast by the US congress to solely 

negotiate and finalize a trade deal favoring elite owned companies with the TPPA nations. This 

veto power has never been given to a US president before to do so on his own it made Obama a 

temporary dictator to nations from the USA. This deal is to be finalized for signing before the end 

of 2015 as President Obama has two years left in his second term finishing Jan 17th 2017. 

https://youtu.be/MY9chlKVKeE
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25.6 2015 

I heard a word spoken in my ears this morning while half asleep “The TPPA (ten crown on ten 

horns of Rev 13 beast) will release the destroyer over nations” (“Covid 19” a Math 24 , 2 Chr 

7:12-14 pestilence came in Dec 2019 and went worldwide shutting down economies the world 

wide church accelerating worldwide panic and fear). The destroyer in the Bible is Abbadon or in 

Greek Apollyon meaning the destroyer as found in the Rev 9:2-11 the 5th Trumpet tied into the 

antichrist spirit. This destroyer came up from out of the pit (My 4.3.2015 dream of death rising up 

out of the depths of hell onto the earth). 

 

Babylon in Hebrew means confusion Rev 18 

5.10.2015 (October 5th ) 

The TPPA was signed and put into action (about 3 months till full signing) by the pacific rim 

nations with President Obama the beast, the ten crowns placed upon the ten horns and seven 

heads of the end times beast just happened. I felt the Lord say “The destruction of the Antichrist 

spirit will manifest and will follow the signing of the TPPA”.  This TPPA deal has initiatied 

antichrist authority worldwide in the spirit as an authority over nations (for they shall reighn with 

the beast one hour how long is one hour ? ). 

4.2.2016 ( February 4th 2016) 

The TPPA was fully signed and sealed this day in the afternoon in New Zealand under John Keys 

watch with 12 nations, this is the ten crowns (leaders of nations the 12 are 10 Australia and New 

Zealand are classed as one nation under the agreement , canada and USA are classed as one 

nation) going onto the ten horns of the antichrist beast (Obama led TPPA negotiatrions) to rule 

with him for one hour from Rev 13:1 and Rev 17:12-14. The antichrist destroyer has been 

released over nations  in the spirit.  
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President Trump withdrew the USA from the TPPA early 2017 other nations will continue with it 

such as New Zealand is one hour of rule as one year ?. The TPPA was fully signed into action by 

socialist communist Jacinda Adern she ran to sign it into being as soon as she could after she 

became NZ Prime minister through Winston Peters political cue over New Zealand. I had a 

prophetic  friend who got very sick on the day of the signing of the TPPA, she came up to me she 

felt sick she  said to me she felt it was to do with the TPPA that had just been signed on NZ T.V. I 

said yes  you were being attacked by the antichrist just loosed afresh over the nation through the 

TPPA, she rebuked it and felt better stright away. 

15.4.2016 

I was in a dream with 3 others who had been trained under Bob Jones and were with Him up to 

his death. I was thinking how blessed they were to have such a spiritual father. They were all 

fishing (for souls) and I decided to put  a line in beside them in the sea. Then Bob  Jones appeared 

to me in the dream he was glowing like a light bulb he told me to follow him so I did. Bob then 

told me to “wait before fishing” to do so when ready and he then proceeded to  baptise me in 

water for fatherhood in the spirit of love and mentorship.  

Bob then prophesied over me the following word:  “This time next year (2017 Trump gets in 

Dan 7:22 favor to the saints and corruption exposed accross USA bias against Trump on all 

mediia platforms) things are geared up to move when the people will be in a severe famine 

and starvation of love” all the time I was with Bob Jones he was glowing in Gods glory, I was 

weeping nad crying from the depths of my being.  This word was for a major move by God to 

take place (Trump becoming President is part of that preperation for revival). 

(Then the Lord sent me into the pineapple revival on May 3rd 2016 at the Sunshine coast in 

Australia for two weeks. The three  men  that were  there  at  the time minstering were Chriss 

Harvey, Joshua Mills and Ben hughes they were all Bob Jones apprentices just as in my dream. 

Chriss harvey said God had told him  he would meet an important contact for new Zealand and I 

was him.I received a revival impartation that burnt contiually in me for 4- 5 years from this.)  

25.9.2016 

I had a  dream of a psunami coming of destruction and aliens (fallen angels) were driving this 

wave they were involved in this wave riding it pushing men to do things. The aliens were riding 

this wave against mankind my job was to warn the people and to help whom I could to safety. I 

saw a UFO come down in front of the people to deceive them (alien visitation deception 

increased worldwide). In this dream I then started taking out anchient old egyptian demons with 

my spiritual sword destroying them. In the dream/vision this wave of destruction coming to the 

Earth seemed to encompass WW3/economic collapse and utter chaos (Covid 19 in 2019 

beginings ?). These fallen angels were propelling and pushing it forward, their agenda was to 

wreck havock to destroy mankind whom God loves. The timing of this I don’t know but I believe 
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it has altready begun behind the scenes tied into the 6th Trumpet. See pyramid pic on levels of 

New World Order hiracky without getting sucked to far into comspiracy theories, I think this 

carries some merit after the alien dream of tsunami.  

(On Feb 16th 2022, disclosure from the USA government started coming forth in an Australian 

documenatary around UFO’s being real. The USA had releassed docuymants , videos and 

information upon freeedom of request from their archives. UFO,s had been tracking with and 

visiting Navy fighter pilots for two years with live footage of these objects, the pentagon admitted 

these things are real and happening. See “The Unidentified: Are we alone in the universe? | 

Under Investigation” : https://youtu.be/bSMfOPw8JA0 ) 

The 200 fallen angels that came down on Mount Hermon (Book of Enoch) are chained and bound 

beneath the Earth from Noahs flood. Yet a third of the stars (fallen angels) remain in the 2nd 

heavens Is 24:21-23 and the angel war Rev 12 , is over mankind Eph 6:12. Apart from Satan there 

are the disembodeied demon spirits roaming the world oppressing whom ever they can that came 

from the half breed off spring the nephillim, birthed by the fallen angels from the anchient world 

destroyed in Noahs flood. After Noahs flood no one really knows how but more fallen angel 

creations came in our day, they are moving in deception disguised as aliens. These are very real 

moving between realms (spiritual and natural) they are cast down trapped in this realm of the 

Earth Rev 12. They are with us untill the final judgement of God according to scripture they are 

planning their war against God. 

World governments for many years since WW2 since Hitler have been in contact with these 

inbreed creatures called aliens (fallen ones) through occult practices. This goes back for many 

years back engineering advanced alien tech that was stolen from God. Through out a history of 

thousands of years these creatures have been interferring with mankind with their demonic 

agendas.  In the last 100 years vistations have once again become like a flood all over the world 

their activity has increased in the earth heading towards Christs return. Many have had exposure 

to this reality to the populace, government disclosure seems to be coming. With many books , 

research, evidence and documentry’s being made getting to the truth is the issue of what these 

creatures truly are. According to scripture they are pure evil with demonic origins, to the fallen 

angels hell bent on destroying mankind.  

An interesting video from Prince Charles recently on Nov 1st 2021 at the Glasgo Climate summit 

spoke about an individual reffering to him as: “he” whom has trillions at his disposal far beyond 

global GDP, that for we whomever his elite mates are, time has run out”. Now who on this Earth 

could Prince Charles be referring to here as an individaul with so much power and money as “he” 

is it “Satan the Fallen angel ?” whom the elites worship as Lucifer, give all their allegence to and 

finances or the “Antichrist ?”. This is a singular figure prince Charles is advocating for to world 

leaders. This is not a movie this is in the real world in real time. 

https://youtu.be/bSMfOPw8JA0
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 So ladies and gentleman, my plea today is for countries to come together to create 

the environment that enables every sector of industry to take the action required. We know 

this will take trillions, not billions of dollars. We also know that countries, many of whom 

are burdened by growing levels of debt, simply cannot afford to go green. Here we need a 

vast military style campaign to marsh the strength of the global private sector, with 

trillions at “his” disposal far beyond global GDP, and with the greatest respect, beyond 

even the governments of the world’s leaders. It offers the only real prospect of achieving 

fundamental economic transition. So how do we do it? First, how do we get the private 

sector all pulling in the same direction? After nearly two years now of consultation, CEOs 

have told me that we need to bring together global industries to map out in very practical 

terms what it will take to make the transition. We know from the pandemic that the private 

sector can speed up timelines dramatically when everyone agrees on the urgency and the 

direction. So each sector needs a clear strategy to speed up the process of getting 

innovations to market. 

See: https://www.rev.com/blog/transcripts/prince-charles-cop26-climate-summit-glasgow-

speech-transcript  

See “Britain's Prince Charles gives statement at COP26 climate summit in Glasgow”: 

https://youtu.be/fuTzaCd_Suo  

 

 

https://www.rev.com/blog/transcripts/prince-charles-cop26-climate-summit-glasgow-speech-transcript
https://www.rev.com/blog/transcripts/prince-charles-cop26-climate-summit-glasgow-speech-transcript
https://youtu.be/fuTzaCd_Suo
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See scripture below: 

Is UFO disclosure coming a UFO encounter, a revealing to the world to decieve mankind  

against God ?. According  to many eye witness testimonial acoounts from army, navy and 

airforce personal this is what the elite new world order is doing behind the scenes. They have 

supposed secret groups with 38 levels of Top Secret authorities above the US president, they are 

in contact with fallen angels “aliens” and occult entities or demons leading them into their evil 

agendas.  

According to reports they are using forbidden advanced tech “reverse engineering” from fallen 

angel tech stolen from Goid not alien tech as some would try to tell us, it’s tech jthat is far more 

advanced than the populations can concieve by even thousands of years. They want to eradicate 

and control the masses but God wont allow them to have their way for too much longer. After all 

this advanced tech was stolen knowledge from God, it’s actully tech that God owns for the saints 

to inherit and use for blessed purposes durring the millenial reign of Christ and beyond.  

There are many well known Christian researchers, historians archeologists and seekers of the 

truth finding real evidence according to the Gospels of Fallen angels/aliens, reverse engineering, 

alien Tech & abductions, black opps, secret organizations, Giants/nephilim and other subjects 

that back up the truth according to historical artifacts, testimonies and legends. Some of these 

researchers have searched for Biblical evidence for over 30 years and written many books 

produced documentaries and  web sites with many U Tube video’s made covering  many Biblical 

topics  found on the internet. 

These researchers include: Justen Faull, Stephen Quayle, Tom Horn, Derek Gilbert, David 

Lankford, Michael Lake, Anselm Rambala, L.A. Marzulli, Timothy Alberino, Jim Wilhelmsen, 

Josh Peck, Jonathan Gray, Ron Wyatt, Carl Baugh and Chief Joseph Riverwind. This is an 

underrated topic that is almost taboo in the mainstream Christian church that carries 

overwhelming evidence from around the world backing up what’s found in scripture. One public 

Christian organization that carries much evidence is the “Creation Museum” 

(https://creationmuseum.org/) at 2800 Bullittsberg Church Rd, Petersberg, KY, 41080 seven 

miles west of Cincinnati airport USA. Much more research needs to be done and evidence 

uncovered that’s been hidden away by worldly elite owned organizations such as the Smithsonian 

Museum. 

(Math 24:37-42) Illustration of the Days of Noah (also in Mark 13:32-37; Luke 21:34-36 "But 

of that day and hour no one knows, not even the angels of heaven, but My Father only. But as 

the days of Noah were, so also will the coming of the Son of Man be. 38 For as in the days 

before the flood, they were eating and drinking, marrying and giving in marriage, until the day 

that Noah entered the ark, and did not know until the flood came and took them all away, so 

also will the coming of the Son of Man be. Then two men will be in the field: one will be taken 

and the other left. (Worldwide harvest of souls Rev 14:14-16) Two women will be grinding at 

https://creationmuseum.org/
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the mill: one will be taken and the other left. Watch therefore, for you do not know what hour 

your Lord is coming.  

Gen 6:1-13 “Now it came to pass, when men began to multiply on the face of the earth, and 

daughters were born to them, 2 that the sons of God (fallen angels/alien creatures from another 

realm spiritual realm to humans) saw the daughters of men, that they were beautiful; and they 

took wives for themselves of all whom they chose. 3 And the Lord said, "My Spirit shall not 

strive with man forever, for he is indeed flesh; yet his days shall be one hundred and twenty 

years." 4 There were giants (“Nephilim” half fallen angel half human as found also in book of 

Enoch) on the earth in those days, and also afterward, when the sons of God came into the 

daughters of men and they bore children to them. Those were the mighty men who were of old, 

men of renown.(Nephilim).  Then the Lord saw that the wickedness of man was great in the 

earth, and that every intent of the thoughts of his heart was only evil continually. And the Lord 

was sorry that He had made man on the earth, and He was grieved in His heart. So the Lord 

said, "I will destroy man (by worldwide flood) whom I have created from the face of the earth, 

both man and beast, creeping thing and birds of the air, for I am sorry that I have made them." 

But Noah found grace in the eyes of the Lord.This is the genealogy of Noah. Noah was a just 

man, perfect in his generations. Noah walked with God. 

 And Noah begot three sons: Shem, Ham, and Japheth. The earth also was corrupt before God, 

and the earth was filled with violence. So God looked upon the earth, and indeed it was 

corrupt; for all flesh had corrupted their way on the earth. 13 And God said to Noah, "The end 

of all flesh has come before Me, for the earth is filled with violence through them; and behold, 

I will destroy them with the earth. (NKJV) 

2016  November 8th  Election day (Gods Grace and favour comes Dan 7:22 ending the 42 months 

of warring against the saints a new season has come. By the end of 2017 Isis was announced as 

defeated destroyed by Trump and Putin. This dropped the martyrs numbers back down)   

Nov 8th 2016  (Trumps miraculas election night)  

I  had a vision today of  helping a man up to the top of a mountain (prayer) a missile then got shot 

from the mountain top into an underground city (shadow government Cabal “Q anon military 

take down” Did Kim Clement see "Q" in 2012? In 2014 A New Party Rising Up Who Are One, 

United.; https://youtu.be/MY9chlKVKeE) that was hidden in the rocks and caves of this mountain. 

The missile was nuclear it went underground blowing up this hidden city in the rock destroying it. 

An evil kingdom nation fell through that bomb hitting this city (The fall of the Babylonian 

systems of this world Rev 18, the New World Order take down ?). 

 This is the beginning of the end for the Luciferian order and control of the world as they know it 

God has taken over this false kingdom the shift in power has happened through Trump. Satans 

order is now toppling exposed fort what it is the antichrist dominions are to be taken over by the 

https://youtu.be/MY9chlKVKeE
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saints Dan 7:22. The New World Order shall fall the federal resetve is to be torn down things are 

to change world wide. The course of nations shall be changed unto Gods Glory dominions shall 

fall of the evil one that have been there for generations. 

Donald Trump won the US today election against crooked Hillary Clinton and Obama with heavy 

opposition from the media with bias and hollywood elitism agianst Trump the antichrist agenda 

for America just got toppled  by the hand of  God today Dan 7:22 Gods favor. I was getting 

anointed about Trump through the election process but just didn’t know what was going to 

happen. Trump is the arrow head signalling Dan 7:22 and the time to bring in the Rev 14:14-16  

harvest  which  is next on Gods agenda in book of revelations.  

    

This comes on the end of the heals of the 42 months of the  “warring against the saints”  from mid 

2013 – Jan  2017 the 42 month period of Antichrsit persecution against the saints by Islam. God 

has given the body of Christ breathing space, opportunity and favour through Trump to bring in 

the Harvest  before  Armeggedon WW3 comes against Israel.  

The US is vital to spreading the gospel around the world in both word and finances if Hillary 

(Obama’s agenda) had gotten in WW3 would have started early (Antichrist tries to change times 

and seasons). As Hillary stated in the third national debate on live TV she wanted to go into Syria 

against Russia WW3. In Trumps first 18 months as President he has heavily overturned many of 

Obama’s executive orders and policy implementations and started building the wall between 

Mexico and the USA. 

 President Trump has withdrawn billions in UN funding launching a new fund to help Christian 

refugees that were ignored by the UN and the world. Trump recognized Jerusalem as Israel’s 

capital for the first time since Israel became a nation once again in 1948, 70 years ago Jerusalem 

was lost in 70 AD. President Trump has massively slowed down illegal immigration into the US 

re birthed the USA economy adding 8.5 Trillion increasing GDP to 4,2 the highest ever and 

added 4.5 million new jobs to America. 

 President Trump has pulled out of the TPPA saying it was a very bad deal for the USA which 

was negotiated by Antichrist Obama (Ten kings give their authority to beast for one hour Re 13 

seems to be one year since its signing Feb 2016). President Trump pulled out of the Paris climate 
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agreement and historically met with North Koreas Kim Jong-Un creating new friendships helping 

to end the 70 year Korean war.  

There have been increased violence and manifestations of the demonic around the world with 

violent protesting against Trumps presidential win for the past 18 months, leftist liberal socialist 

elitist multitudes are not happy in the USA. The mainstream False media in the USA has turned 

its hatred onto Trump in the last 18 months reporting over and over again false accounts and lies 

about President Trump like a continual vile vomit. Fox news and CBN (Christians) are the very 

few supporting Trump the mainstream media has become hugely popular.  

15th Jan 2017 

Obama just 5 days before Trump was inaugurated Obama arranged for the UN “2334” resolution 

against Israel to be voted in led by New Zealand including who sat on the UN Security Council 

along with votes from 13 other nations.  John Kerry secretary of State from the US under 

Obama’s administration visited NZ one month prior to this UN vote with a hidden agenda on his 

secret visit. This set up a platform for the “Antichrist Beast Gog of Magog” Ezekiel 38, 39 war to 

come in near future against Israel. As the Lord states in these chapters he puts hooks in the jaws 

of the nations to hatch an evil plan to come against Israel.  

The resolution “2334” is the first time it’s been voted in for 35   years since the UN’s conception.  

The 2334 resolution has set a precedent of future action by the UN nations. The UN is made up of 

one third Muslim nations with a demonic hatred agenda against Israel to war against her and wipe 

her out. Before this happens God wants his Rev 14:14-16 worldwide harvests of souls (millions 

even billions entire nations will come to Christ) so President Trump is the grace and mercy of 

God for this to take place before this terrible final war comes.  

It has come to light in the USA news and media by the end of March 2017 that Obama 3 months 

prior to Trumps elections win, had ordered wire tapping surveillance on Trump through British 

agencies a highly illegal move. Obama did this through British agencies to cover his tracks which 

were highly illegal and dangerous. The information gained had then been spread throughout other 

US intelligence agencies in the USA an action of treason worse than Watergate. This is only the 

tip of the corruption that’s happened under Obama’s antichrist rule just as it says about the 

antichrist in Dan 11:23 that “he shall act deceitfully” Dan 11:36 “and shall prosper” for a season 

Dan 11:24 “but only for a time”.   

See: https://www.vox.com/world/2017/3/22/15025816/trump-wiretapping-devin-nunes  

Daniel 7:21- 22    "I kept looking, and that horn (Antichrist) was waging war with the saints 

and overpowering them until the Ancient of Days came and judgment was passed in favor 

of the saints of the Highest One, and the time arrived when the saints took possession of the 

https://www.vox.com/world/2017/3/22/15025816/trump-wiretapping-devin-nunes
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kingdom. (2017 a revival Glory outpouring is coming to empower the saints to bring in the 

worldwide Rev 14:14-16 harvest).  

According to the  gospels we havent seen the last of Obama, we will see Obama at work again  in 

the near future operating and influencing as the King of the North the beast the man of sin the son 

of perdition then to ultimately fullfill His role as Gog of Magog leading armies agaiinst Israel for 

the final 42 month war aginst Israel Zech 14:2, Rev 11:1-3 and Ez 38 and 39 leading to 

Armegeddon Rev 16:16. 

 (UN/NATO ? yet to see how this occurs. He had his hand in stealing the USA election Nov 2020 

with the Democrats using project Hammer and Scorecard and a lot of election cheating across 

the states. Hammer and scorecard are known software programmes designed by the CIA under 

Obama to steal elections, as seen in the elction win from Trump Obama is trying to do a secret 

3rd term).  

Obama may come back at a later date under the democrates with a manchurian candidate (His 

wife ? or another candidate this became Biden in 2020 but only for a short season the beast is 

tryin got change Gods prophetic time lines to resist the harvest revival coming next it is not time 

yet for the beast to war aginst Israel) to gain power once again from behind the scenes. A time 

will come in the near future for Obama and his  influence with Erdagon of Turkey (both Muslim 

brotherhood) to lead a war against Israel in the Middle East as prophesied by eastern kings and 

nations such as Turkey, Iran, Palistine,  Erdagon is the false prophet Rev 19:19-21. This will not 

happen until the harvest has come in first God seems to be using the republicans with Trump 

being the Dan 7:22 “favour” to the saints to prepare the way in the USA, a key power and 

christian populated nation for the harvest. 

A video came to light in Nov 1st 2020 by a prophet Robin Bullock with Sid Roth in the USA who 

had a visitation from the Lord to do with the 2020 USA elections. He was at a conference and 

saw TV with Jo biden on it and said “Lord Biden don’t need to be president”. Then he said the 

Lord said “He wont” then God told him “after the elections the democratic party will go 

undeground and disapear” (yet to happen ) just like the throne of Pergamon that disapeared and 

showed back up in Berlin. Then he Robin said God said “they will go underground to re-emerge 

later on as a party to rise again  and come to power under the antichrist” that’s Obama once 

again in capacity under a candidate to be president through electeral power over the USA.  

See U Tube video ”Jesus Showed Me the Election Results & What's Next”: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TWm0sEQBxrU&feature=youtu.be  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TWm0sEQBxrU&feature=youtu.be
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Trumps first 18 months in power 

BOY DIES ASKS GOD WHO GOG OF MAGOG IS GOD SAYS THAT’S OBAMA !!! 

(See Rabbi Rami and a 15 year old Hebrew boy who died for 11 minuetes on 28.9.2015 and saw 

God the boy testifies that God said “Obama” was the end times Antichrist “Gog of Magog”that 

he will fight against him Obama and destroy him according to prophecy Dan 7:11, Dan 11:45, 

Dan 8:25, Rev 19:20, this was in a 1 hour 48 min video teaching testimony) 

  

See COMPLETE VIDEO English Subtitles Rabbi Rami Levy 15 Year Old Natan Testimony 

About End of Days:: https://youtu.be/q_a5v2dbdBk  

https://youtu.be/q_a5v2dbdBk
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11.3.2017 

In a dream from the Lord: I was in a black Limo with others Obama was there being friends with 

every body. Obama was joking and laughing with them then the Limo stopped, Obama got out 

then turned he looked directly at me. I saw what was in behind Obama it was the demonic 

antichrist spirit Obama said “Your under my control” I said “No you’re the antichrist” Obama 

then began manifesting his beast Spirit against me. I stood my ground exposing him even though 

others were blinded to it. I saw what was controlling Obama behind him the evil works and 

footwork of darkness. Obama knew he was the antichrist !!! but fooled everybody with his jokes, 

nice suit, shoes money and limo. (On U Tube up to 100 christians have also had dreams from 

God about Obama being the beast this has not happened before to Christians God is saying 

something we need to listen).  

Cleansing the sanctuary vision 2017: 

In June 2017 an encounter came with God at church where missionaries were being prayed for so I 

put up my hand and went forward. The head pasta prayed for me I then got hit with the Glory of 

God I was filled and ended up drunk in His presence for 2 solid hours afterwards. That night I 

was taken into a vision/dream while asleep. I ended up back in the church in the dream I was 

laying on the pews laughing and drunk in God’s presence. Next the pasta came in holding his 

nose saying “what’s that stench in here  ?”. I sat up and said “its OK” I got up and gave him a hug 

then Gods glory hit me powerfully again.  

I looked up and saw two dirty water leaks in the roof defiling the sanctuary carpet causing the stench 

in there I realized these leaks were religion and control in the church. Next I said “hang on I’ll go 

get a yellow carpet cleaner” and turned up with a “Rug Doctor cleaner” and began cleaning the 

dirty sanctuary carpet from the slime, mud and stains. I couldn’t get the last few stains out but 

then the pasta came back in with a refined smaller yellow rug doctor (carpet cleaner) to clean up 

the final smaller stains in the carpet then the dream ended. 

(I knew this was a symbolic picture of how God saw the state of His church His sanctuary His people. 

I prayed about this dream and realized the pasta was not the pasta but Jesus in disguise that’s 

why the Glory hit me when I hugged Him in the dream. The yellow rug doctor speaks of His 

Glory (gold) and His grace to clean things up He’s going to refine His church once again from 

tradition, religion, control, mans kingdoms and false doctrines infiltrating His house. True 

deliverance and repentance is coming, a shift in position thinking and practices a return to the 

real church He designed His way to His ecclesia. 
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 The church thinks it’s doing well but religion and control is what God sees it’s actually antichrist in 

nature in place of against His presence a form of, even though they love Christ. In church I have 

seen repetitive services in one day the same thing said through three services even what the Holy 

Spirit said is repeated from the first service, with everything down to a fine art that’s robotic 

Christianity not relationship with “HIM” its religion. This situation is across most churches 

ignoring the Holy Ghost, God wants to clean up the bride whois asleep in sin, defiled because of 

it Is 29:10 “spirit of deep sleep because of disobedience upon His seers and prophets” no service 

should ever be the same that’s apathy.)  

June 2017  (Jesus return dream) 

I had a dream of Jesus second coming return. In this dream I saw huge principalities and demons 

walking through world cities as tall as the sky scrapers. I saw men and woman running around on 

the ground in chaotic fasion. I saw mulitutdes of demon armies by the thousands attacking 

people. Then the clouds split apart in heaven and Jesus came down like a flash of lightning hitting 

the ground with massive power and impact like superman. He sent out a shock wave when He hit 

the earth that went all over the world. I then saw every demon every pricipality every man and 

woman on Earth, all hit the deck instantaneously not one could stand in Jesus presence they all 

bowed their knee to the ground before him, the fallen angels the pricipalities and powers the 

demons the humans all bowed not one could stand, a powerful vision.    

 

 

23.8.17 

Interestingly today I felt the lord say to me today that the fallen ones the fallen angels (UFO’s 

aliens/fallen angels abductions ect working with shadow governments/elite Illuminati accelerated 

around the world pushing the agenda to destory the Earth) were searching human DNA for the 

key to the DNA of Gods power to who he is in Glory it’s about His power. They are wanting to 

harness the power of God Himself through searching in those made in His image mankind. They 

are trying to harness this power to fight God with His own Glory and power. They know they are 

judged and condemned it torments them that they can’t escape it, so they continue to search in 

vain. God is God its his holyness and they are unholy so they can never harness it because his 

Glory is alive not dead. As in the days of Noah so shall it be at His return coruption and fallen 

angels operating in the earth, homosexuality, murder , rape and all kinds of sin lovers of the flesh 

not God. God states in the 6th seal and Is 24:21-23 when He returns he will destroy the wicked on 

earth and punish the host of exalted ones the fallen angels and heavenly powers Eph 6:12 placing 

them into prisons untill the final Judgement.  
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 Since 2001, 14 countries have fully legalized homosexual marriage, Argentina, Belgium, 

Canada, Denmark, Iceland, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, South Africa, Sweden, New 

Zealand, Uraguay, France, with parts of North and South America doing the same. Up until 2008 

no USA congressman or woman supported same sex marriage in America it all changed under 

Obama he brought in legal homosexual marriage to America after lying about it in his 2008 

election saying he was a Christian and supported a man and woman as legal marriage. And the 

list is growing all the time. Nations are legalizing prostitution, over 100 million abortions per 

year are done in nations where its legalized up to birth and after birth, pedophilia is being 

legalized, euthanasia is now being legalized, Muslim immigration enforcement into nations, gun 

control is taking place as well these are all UN agendas to bring destabilization chaos and 

enslave the nations. 

Dec 9th 2017: 

Iraq declares victory over Isis defeated withn Iraqi borders a great victory along side coalition 

USA forces directed under President Trump and Russias help in Syria and Iraq. (August 16th 2014 

dream of Isis defeat, reports are only up to 1000 active Isis forces remain. August 16th 2014 

dream of Isis defeat) 

Dec 9th 2017: 

President Trump anounces to the world the USA recognises Jerusalem as Israels capital 70 years 

after it was established in 1948 as a nation once again fullfilling prophecy. Trump has said they 

will move the USA emabassy from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem as part of that recognition to much 

protests around the world especially Islam. This comes as a historic move recognising Jeruslaem 

on the world stage in the natural. Now in the spiritual God will recognise also the heavenly new 

jerusalem citizens the saints on the earth to the worl through His Glory being outpoured upon 

them the Joel 2 army to come. What happens to Israel happens to the body of Christ it’s a 

prophetic sign.   

Dec 14th 2017 President Putin declares Syria has been liberated from Isis “victory” over Isis has 

happened RT news. Putin declares Syris has been liberated from Isiis that refugess should return 

to rebuild country. (August 16th 2014 dream of Isis defeat). 

See: http://speisa.com/modules/articles/index.php/item.4018/putin-syria-has-been-liberated-time-

for-refugees-to-return.html 

ISIS has lost 98 percent of the territory it once held -- with half of that terror group's so-called 

"caliphate" having been recaptured since President Trump took office less than a year ago, U.S. 

military officials said Tuesday. 

http://speisa.com/modules/articles/index.php/item.4018/putin-syria-has-been-liberated-time-for-refugees-to-return.html
http://speisa.com/modules/articles/index.php/item.4018/putin-syria-has-been-liberated-time-for-refugees-to-return.html
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See: http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2017/12/26/isis-has-lost-98-percent-its-territory-mostly-

since-trump-took-office-officials-say.html  

See U Tube fox news video Dec 26th 2017:  https://youtu.be/zZZ3lw72ve4  

27.4.18 

Under a strong stand by President Trump against Kim Jong Un leader of North Korea since 2011. 

North Korea and South Korea leaders met with a new truce and announced the end of the Korean 

war to restore both nations to look at opening borders to end the 65 year war (1950-53). This has 

come due to President Donald Trump’s pressure over the last twelve months much prayer and a 

strong stance against the regime this will open the doors for God to move in the nation. North 

Korea was one of the only nations left on Earth with no access into it for Christian missionaries. 

This is leading to the de nuclerization of North Korea with reports it’s already underway. This 

will also open up North Korea to the gospel once again for revival to touch the nation. 

North Korean leader Kim Jong-un and South Korean President Moon Jae-in have announced 

the end of the Korean War and will work towards complete denuclearisation of the Korean 

peninsula. 

See: https://www.radionz.co.nz/news/world/356136/north-and-south-korea-announce-end-of-

korean-war 

I4.5.18: 

 May 14, the U.S. Embassy in Jerusalem is opened Trump has kept his promise. After 70 years 

since Israel’s re birth as a nation it is now recognized by the USA as a sovereign state nation with 

Jerusalem as its capital. This was in the midst of protests from the Arab Muslim peoples from 

Erdagon of Turkey holding an Arab league summit protesting it, from 35’000 Palestinians along 

Israelis borders stirred up by the terrorist group Hamas claiming 60 had been killed by IDF 

solders only 6 were. Those that were killed had fired weapons upon IDF solders according to 

Israeli reports. 

The U.S. ambassador to Israel, David Friedman, kicked off the proceedings by recalling the 

declaration of the state of Israel by the country’s first Prime Minister, David Ben Gurion, 

on May 14, 1948.  “Seventy years later, the United States is taking the next step of moving 

the embassy to Jerusalem,” he said. 

Speaking at the event, Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu said it was a “glorious day.”   

“Remember this moment, this is history,” he said. “President Trump, by recognizing 

history, you have made history.” 

http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2017/12/26/isis-has-lost-98-percent-its-territory-mostly-since-trump-took-office-officials-say.html
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2017/12/26/isis-has-lost-98-percent-its-territory-mostly-since-trump-took-office-officials-say.html
https://youtu.be/zZZ3lw72ve4
https://www.radionz.co.nz/news/world/356136/north-and-south-korea-announce-end-of-korean-war
https://www.radionz.co.nz/news/world/356136/north-and-south-korea-announce-end-of-korean-war
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See: https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/middle_east/jerusalem-gears-up-to-embrace-the-

new-us-embassy/2018/05/14/1d6707dc-5558-11e8-a6d4-

ca1d035642ce_story.html?utm_term=.5baa58599e08 

See: https://youtu.be/CmtgrHm0iMc 

4.10.18 

I was watching a movie about Donald Trump today then a vision came I again saw economic 

crash come under Trump (Covid 19 began Dec 2019 shutting down economies heading us into 

worldwide economic crash under Truly) as he dealt to the Federal Reserve in the USA. The 

Federal Reserve was torn down the power taken away from the global elites by Trump. 

19.10.18    Season of the burning bush and the harvest to come at revival outpouring. 

A clear word came to me two months ago in August 2018 that as the body of Christ we have 

shifted seasons around the world. We are in the season now of the burning bush (Exodus 3:1-15) 

on the edge of the (Rev 14:14-16) worldwide harvest to come, a worldwide outpouring of His 

presence, fire, love and Glory. (Lord placed me on a platform in Nov 2018 while speaking on end 

time in Uganda with Robert Kyanga a Revivalist in Uganda to proclaim “get ready for harvest” 

on live TV. Doors then opened for me to do 4 conferences around Uganda on end times in 2019 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/middle_east/jerusalem-gears-up-to-embrace-the-new-us-embassy/2018/05/14/1d6707dc-5558-11e8-a6d4-ca1d035642ce_story.html?utm_term=.5baa58599e08
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/middle_east/jerusalem-gears-up-to-embrace-the-new-us-embassy/2018/05/14/1d6707dc-5558-11e8-a6d4-ca1d035642ce_story.html?utm_term=.5baa58599e08
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/middle_east/jerusalem-gears-up-to-embrace-the-new-us-embassy/2018/05/14/1d6707dc-5558-11e8-a6d4-ca1d035642ce_story.html?utm_term=.5baa58599e08
https://youtu.be/CmtgrHm0iMc
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we spoke for 18 hours over 3 days at each conference many pastas were astounded at the 

teachings and asked us to return God said go again in Jan – Feb 2021). 

God had to gain Moses attention at mount Horeb where it was hot rocky and hard going Luke 

12:55 “To know the times and seasons we are in”. Fire appeared in the bush a miracle came a 

sign and wonder gaining the attention of Moses (Bride of Christ) drawing him aside. God said 

take off your sandals you stand on Holy Ground (salvation, healing sanctification). Gods voice 

spoke (place of hearing) from the fire (Isaiah 30:27-28 his tongue is a fire). God used what was 

in Moses' hand (a stick) to start an avalanche of miracles to challenge Pharaoh to let His people 

go. God loosed miracles signs and wonders to Moses then raising him up as a deliverer for the 

people. 

Moses first saw the wonder the fire of God he then encountered Holiness (fear of God) and 

refinement the testing’s of God of obedience to refine character. Then Moses went up and met 

with God in the fire on the mountain (Ex 24:18). Moses then became the fire it shone from his 

face (Ex 34:35).  

      We are made in God’s image as human beings (Gen 1:27) then we become the image of God 

spiritually through Christ. God is a man of fire (Ezekiel 1:26-28) we are to be His ministers of fire 

(Psalm 104:4 & Hebrews 1:7). God is about to gain the brides attention His worldwide remnant 

through signs taking place in the Earth to draw us aside into His Holiness in a deeper level into 

the fire to transform us (Joel 2:3) into an army (144,000 evangelists empowered with signs and 

wonders Rev 14:1-5) of powerful signs and wonders to the world to be deliverers and workers to 

bring in the harvest ( Luke 10:2). In these days the false will be distinguished from the true false 

prophets will lose ministries the true will get the double portion like Elijah on Mount Carmel (1 

Kings 18:16-45) the fire and Holiness of God will burn up what’s not of Him "God bless". 

     

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10214416464779072&set=pcb.10214416580221958&type=3&__tn__=HH-R-R-R-R-R-R&eid=ARDn5Nyy-67aHllOR6qkoewhT3XkcSVTZXYXwpfB5QlCySSA9XGbSuKAFH9Cd-zq6dS8Qg1hYeRvm7rR
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10214416465979102&set=pcb.10214416580221958&type=3&__tn__=HH-R-R-R-R-R-R&eid=ARBrZBbkcl7-2K7dSqB5_R2-Xmkeckcxot8bVZGckaMyRvZxFCm7LDjWOKjynb4Rw2IeMeUTLLgu1sOk
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10214416579861949&set=pcb.10214416580221958&type=3&__tn__=HH-R-R-R-R-R-R&eid=ARCFdEdfBVupjOs_RRtajp7o9S5gjgc-jnxzBMV3uFsL5XgSM6slN0EA_LENHNyBN4c9djAbXKk68xLm
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May 5th 2019  

After 3 weeks of study around Dan 8 and the 23000 days never been correctly understood before in 

2000 years only two men tried and failed, God then downloads to me the revelation of what it is 

as being tied into the “War against the saints” that began June 2013 (see chapter). The Lord 

then shows me His time line for His church/sanctuary to be cleansed just “7 months before it 

starts in Dec 2019 “(Covid 19 hit). Then when He’s got His house on Earth His church ready to 

wake her up, revival will come according to Dan 8. This came after waiting 3 years since the 

2017 Dan 7:22 “favor” for the saints came at the end of the 3.5 year “war against the saints”. 

 I now know why revival hasn’t come yet because He has to get His sanctuary His church His bride 

ready Eph 5:27 cleansed for harvest awakened for revival, He has to wake her up Joel 3:9-13 

according to end time’s prophecy. God knew the exact year and month to begin the shaking, 

waking and cleansing of His sanctuary Dan 8 (His church/his bride) on Earth that will lead us 

into His Rev 14:14-16 harvest beginnings. This prophesy was spoken out 2500 years ago by 

Daniel but miss understood, God will have his Eph 5:27 bride. This revelation understanding 

came 7 months prior to the Dan 8 cleansing beginnings. The 2300 days 6.5 years is nearly up then 

the cleansing of the sanctuary starts as God moves, I never saw this before or understood it .   

Dan 7:8  I was considering the horns, and there was another horn, a little one, coming up 

among them (Rev 13:1-10 beast Obama 2009-2017), before whom three of the first horns 

were plucked out by the roots (Arab spring uprising 2011 3 horns leaders ripped up in Libya, 

Egypt and Tunisia as named in Dan 11:43 at King of North’s heels. Tunisia was part of Ethiopia 

at time of prophecy 2500 years ago). And there, in this horn, were eyes like the eyes of a man, 

and a mouth speaking pompous words (Rev 13:5-7).   (NKJV) 

Dan 8:9  And out of one of them came a little horn (Dan 7:8, Rev 13:1-10) which grew 

exceedingly great toward the south, toward the east, and toward the Glorious Land (Rev 

19:19-21, Zech 14:2, Ez 38 and 39, Rev 11:1-3, Rev 16:16).  And it grew up to the host of 

heaven; and it cast down some of the host and some of the stars (saints shine like differing 

glories of the stars sun and moon 1 Cor 15:40-42, Dan 12:3) to the ground, and trampled them 

(Rev 13:5-7).  He even exalted himself as high as the Prince of the host (Jesus Christ in  

heavenly realms); and by him the daily sacrifices (prayer and worship hundreds of churches 

turned into mosques in Iraq and Syria) were taken away, and the place of His sanctuary 

(Church in region of 6th Bowl and 6th Trumpet the Euphrates river, Iraq and Syria under Obama) 

was cast down (shattered 12:7).  

Because of transgression (Dan 8:23-25, Dan 11:32, Dan 12:10), an army (Dan 11:31) was given 

over to the horn to oppose the daily sacrifices (42 month war against saints Rev 13:5-7, Dan 

7:21, Dan 9:27, Dan 8:12-14, Dan 8:23-26, Dan 12:11); and he cast truth down to the ground. 

He did all this and prospered (Dan 8:25, Rev 16:12-15). Then I heard a holy one speaking; 

and another holy one said to that certain one who was speaking, "How long will the vision 

be, concerning the daily sacrifices and the transgression of desolation, the giving of both the 
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sanctuary and the host to be trampled underfoot?" And he said to me, "For two thousand 

three hundred days (6.5 years from the beginning of the first 42 month tribulation war against 

the saints, June 2013- Dec 2019 see chapters); then the sanctuary (Gods church His bride on 

earth Eph 5:27) shall be cleansed." (NKJV) 

In the past two major ministers got it wrong the 7 day Adventists William  Miller came out with one 

of these false teachings turning the days (3.5 years) into years, saying it was actually 2300 years 

from 457 BC till Jesus return in 1844 the second advent (7 day Adventist church birthed out of 

this teaching). Then CI Schofield said it had already happened in the past both men were out of 

season and wrong in the CI Schofeild Bible that much false end times theology is taught from 

today.  

It was actually 2300 days or 6.5 years in the latter times as stated in Gabriel’s interpretation to Daniel 

in the latter days the “end times” tied into the time the Rev 13:1-10 beast “war against the 

saints” Rev 13:5-7 in correct context and the Biblical narrative. This beast began casting the host 

Gods saints to the earth, crushing and trampling them in the region of that war the Middle East, a 

conflict using Islam, Satan’s end time’s army that kills rapes and beheads the saints as seen with 

Isis. The only ones as starry hosts that can be cast down are the saints on earth ruling in heavenly 

realms with Jesus.  

The fallen angels already were cast down from the 3rd heaven to the second heaven a third of the stars 

at the time (dragged by Dragons tail) in the Rev 12 war of the angels at the Jesus death and 

resurrection. When saints die they go to heaven to be with Jesus and are not cast down to the 

earth at all, so this is living saints being persecuted and killed trampled upon by the beast 

antichrist armies of Islam in the latter times (scripture types and symbols) this is now being 

fulfilled before our eyes. 

Dan 8:23-25  "And in the latter time of their kingdom (end times end of days 6th bowl and 6th 

Trumpet), When the transgressors have reached their fullness, A king shall arise, Having 

fierce features (Rev 13: 1-10 first beast, antichrist, Gog of Magog, son of perdition, King of 

North, the Assyrian, little horn) Who understands sinister schemes. His power shall be 

mighty, but not by his own power; He shall destroy fearfully, And shall prosper and thrive; 

He shall destroy the mighty, and also the holy people. "Through his cunning He shall cause 

deceit to prosper under his rule; And he shall exalt himself in his heart. He shall destroy 

many in their prosperity. He shall even rise against the Prince of princes; But he shall be 

broken without human. (NKJV) 

I knew when this war against the saints started June 2013 at prompt from the Lord see revelation 

chapters. It was when Lebanon sent 2000-4000 Hezbollah troops into the Syrian conflict at that 

time God spoke and said to me ”This is the beginnings of the 42 month war against the 

saints”. Now a long with other things God has shown me I wait to see what this  cleansing of the 

sanctuary is what takes place leading us into His harvest outpouring to begin proving prophecy as 

it’s “His testimony” not mans or some futurism theory. The spirit of prophecy is the 
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testimony/witness of Christ as God the word. Rev 19:10 historism is the correct way to 

understand prophecy not Futurism or Preterism theology Rev 1:19. 

 Update 7 months later from this revelation Covid 19 came on the world scene in Dec 2019, that 

exact month God had given this writer He allowed the shutting down of the worldwide church by 

March 2019. In 2 Chron 7:13-14 is a Biblical stated order from God in dealing with His people’s 

sin the sanctuary cleansing that we have now seen recently in divine order appear. God states 

first I will send no rain a drought this was in early 2019 Australia had its biggest fires ever, then 

He said I will send the locust this happened because of the droughts across the continent of Asia 

even in China billions of locust hit twice late 2019. 

 Then He said I will send the pestilence this happened with Covid 19 a pestilence, affecting the entire 

world a Biblical in scale event. Then God said “now if my people will repent of their wicked ways 

I will hear from heaven and come heal their land.” This has all happened in this order since 2019 

into 2020 its Biblical as the church in general has been asleep because of sin “Is 29:10” and 

compromised itself with the world, it needs waking up to Gods time clock of end times. Everything 

that happens in the world is to do with His bride on earth God is now cleansing and waking up 

His bride for the harvest before His return Joel 3:9-13, Rev 14:14-16.  

2019 and 2019 

God sent me to Uganda Africa in 2018 and 2019 to preach this end times message at 5 packed out 3 

day conferences (20 hours preaching each time) to tell the people “get ready for the harvest to 

come, we are in the last days Jesus is coming very quickly”. God put me on Apostle Robert 

Kyanga’s platform twice over two years (Robert received TL Osborne’s Mantle a healing 

evangelist like Benny Hinn holding revival meetings, all on video) in front of 10’000 people in 

revival Glory to share in short “get ready” the Joel 2:2-3 fire is coming (the revealing of the sons 

of Glory Ron 8:19). This was beamed out to 100 million people across Europe and the USA all on 

U Tube as well. 

28.1.2020 

Trump stands with Netanyahu Prime minister of Israel to recognize Samaria and Judea as Israeli 

territory in attempts for a peace plan. Judea and Samaria now recognized officially as sovereign 

Israeli territory, God is setting up the nations (Islamic) putting hooks in their jaws this is another 

step to do with Judea that will one day in near future be invaded through Palestine the West Bank 

according to Zach 14:2 , Rev 11:1-3 for 42 months bringing in the Ez 38, 39 war against Israel to 

come leading to Armageddon.  

There is no true peace in Israel until Christ returns (Rev 14:14-16 harvest first) beware when the say 

peace peace peace 1 Thess 5:1-7. A peace treaty between Israel and Palestine is false and won't 

last it’s not a 7 year peace treaty either that's CI Scholfeilds Jesuit false teaching taught around 
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end times where they teach the antichrist makes a peace treaty between Palestine and Israel then 

break it half way through.  

Trump is not the Antichrist he's Dan 7:22 sign post of "favour" to the saints the wrecking ball Is 45 

(to tear down Babylon systems to free Gods people to worship Him) a "Cyrus" that came at the 

end of the first 42 month tribulation war Jan 2017 that came against the saints by the Rev 13:1-10 

first beast Obama.  

Turkey, Iran and Palestine are all partnered up as Sunni Muslim militants leaders in agreement with 

each other under the Islamic religious leaders each of these nations have sworn to invade 

Jerusalem to destroy Israel several times as Jerusalem was once a territory of the Ottoman empire 

for 400 years until WW1 the first Trumpet 1914 – 1918 happened and the Ottomans were 

defeated in Israel clearing the way for Israel to reform as a nation. 

 Dec 2019 “Covid 19” corona virus is first detected in Wuhan China causing a worldwide outbreak in 

just months loosing doom and gloom Joel 2 (ten year war of doom and gloom dreams coming a 

warning from God in 2014 in this chapter), fear and panic from this pandemic has consumed the 

world sending the into madness with un tested vaccines to millions through the UN WHO. 

 Stock markets start crashing in March 2020 leading us into a worldwide economic collapse and 

recession yet to come. This lines up with the worldwide economic collapse dream I had in 2014, 

and the last month Dec 2019 of the Daniel 8, 2300 days 6.5 year cleansing the sanctuary/ church 

/bride of Christ prophecy ready for Revival to break out in 2020 -2021 ?.  As said the beginning 

of the 2300 days was June 2013 when the “war against the saints “started under Obama. 

20.3.20 

I had a dream of acceleration for the world wide church to come into a quickening of the Lord the 

“Season of the burning bush” (first given to me in 2018) like Moses God got His attention and 

drew him aside with fire a supernatural event (something is going to happen to get the churches 

attention from God to draw her aside). In this dream the boss man (God) was at rest in his own 

space. His employee a woman (worldwide church) needed to finish off some work on time with 

all the busyness going on. So I volunteered to help her I didn’t have all the skills she did but 

could do what she needed to back her up (my calling end times chapters etc). The woman needed 

backing up to get ahead and the job done on time. 

I had this word from the lord in 2018 He had me speak it out in Africa in 2018 at conferences even at 

a revival on national TV in front of 10’000 people broadcast to 100 million people, that we are in 

the season of the “Burning bush” to get ready for the harvest. Then in Dec 2019 Covid 19 hit by 

March 2019 nations began shutting down including the world wide church a wake up slap from 

God to draw his people aside into prayer away from religion the cleansing of His sanctuary Dan 

8. 
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7.4.20 

In a dream I was up on my brother’s farm (symbolic of the world Gods vineyard) playing pool with 

them (normal life). I had a tent (my walk in Christ) out the back for my camp it had weathered a 

storm and was a little torn. Then I was out in the fields with prison workers working away (the 

unsaved people of this world). Next I heard a trumpet noise with my spirit in heavenly realms. I 

then turned to all the prisoners and my brother and said “It’s His return time to give your 

hearts to Jesus”. I then took them through the sinner’s prayer Rom 10:9, who ever wanted to 

many did including my brother and a guy named Brett whom I had played pool with.  

Then the clouds started changing into heavenly portals and a rainbow (promise) circle began to form 

in the clouds. Then there were two paddock fields that appeared with a spiritual door portal in 

between them one field was the world the other was the new millennial field to come. I then 

began telling those who were saved lets go cross over into the other field. Many then came and 

began crossing over into the new blessed field from all over the corners of this paddock (world). 

Then some came with swords (the unsaved wicked/tares) I was then stabbed through with a 

sword injured (killed/martyred) I lay upon the ground.  

Next I then stood up (resurrected from the ground and began disarming those attacking the saints 

crossing over, they tried to cut me again but they couldn’t their sword no longer affected me. 

Many crossed over into the news paddock those that were saved. I said to those carrying swords 

“If you try to cross over you will get burnt” and some did and burnt. Then angels came they 

were bringing the redeemed from far away in the first field (world) the non redeemed with swords 

tried stopping them but got burned in fire from the angels. As the redeemed crossed over a 

dividing fire now separated both fields from each other. They doorway only opened into the new 

field letting in the far away redeemed being collected, now carried by the angels from all corners 

of this field (world), this was beginning of the return of Jesus Christ coming.  

May 2020  

Donald Trump places the Federal Reserve bank of America the largest central bank in the world into 

US National Treasury under national emergency laws in agreement with US armed forces to do 

with the Covid 19. This has made the president of the USA the CEO of the Federal reserve Bank 

a silent take over that wasn’t covered by reporters in media due to the media being owned by ther 

banker elites. (fullfillment of March 2014 word of  Lord taking down federal reseve Bank).  

See: https://truthunsealed.com/conspiracy/donald-trump-set-to-take-federal-reserve-from-rothschilds-

control/ 

See: https://www.pinnacledigest.com/economy/trump-controls-federal-reserve/    

https://truthunsealed.com/conspiracy/donald-trump-set-to-take-federal-reserve-from-rothschilds-control/
https://truthunsealed.com/conspiracy/donald-trump-set-to-take-federal-reserve-from-rothschilds-control/
https://www.pinnacledigest.com/economy/trump-controls-federal-reserve/
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See: https://www.forbes.com/sites/billybambrough/2020/04/13/donald-trump-and-the-fed-have-

ended-the-free-market/?sh=39a03e074ef0  

See: https://www.cnbc.com/2018/07/20/trump-poised-to-take-control-of-the-federal-reserve.html  

See: https://www.forbes.com/sites/billybambrough/2020/03/28/donald-trump-and-the-fed-are-

destroying-the-us-dollar/?sh=670d6766ebcb  

See: U Tube video “Trump Takes Control of the FED - Leads the way for other countries to follow - 

Michael Tellinger” : https://youtu.be/aVkB89ONeNg  

Oct 26th 2020 

 Trump put forward Amy Coney Barrett she was confirmed as a lifetime Supreme Court justice in 

partisan vote, a Christian conservative and pro life (to overturn Wade verse Roe abortion law 

finally ? to assist in the corrupt election process ?). She came in at a very important strategic time 

like Ester in the Bible to turn the tide for things to tip over in favor for God and His will. 

See u Tube prophecy around elections ”Jesus Showed Me the Election Results & What's Next”: 

https://youtu.be/TWm0sEQBxrU  

27.10.20 

I had a dream I was with a Pasta friend George Davies  we were looking at a news paper in a 

supermarket in the news headlines it was stating “End of days, end times, we are in the end of 

days” time has run short in this season we are now in as a generation we only have a decade and 

a bit left then His return comes compared to 2000 years ago when the end times first began at His 

resurrection.  

30.10.20  (4 days before the elections Novemeber 3rd 2020) 

I had a dream last night I saw a nuclear bomb drop from a plane by an enemy then a 

woman (USA military/ liberty/church/prayer/wisdom) responded by dropping another bomb 

from orders from a certain location (within USA). She then said in response to these actions 

“ It’s 12:55pm WW3 just began”. (Luke 12:55 “ How is it you do not decern the times”). 

 The ten year war of doom and gloom coming first mentioned by God to me in 2014 hen 

repeatyed 2-3 times in dreams as on previouse pages dreams and visions. This war is between the 

New World Order Cabal Holy Roman Empire Vatican controlled systems over all nations of this 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/billybambrough/2020/04/13/donald-trump-and-the-fed-have-ended-the-free-market/?sh=39a03e074ef0
https://www.forbes.com/sites/billybambrough/2020/04/13/donald-trump-and-the-fed-have-ended-the-free-market/?sh=39a03e074ef0
https://www.cnbc.com/2018/07/20/trump-poised-to-take-control-of-the-federal-reserve.html
https://www.forbes.com/sites/billybambrough/2020/03/28/donald-trump-and-the-fed-are-destroying-the-us-dollar/?sh=670d6766ebcb
https://www.forbes.com/sites/billybambrough/2020/03/28/donald-trump-and-the-fed-are-destroying-the-us-dollar/?sh=670d6766ebcb
https://youtu.be/aVkB89ONeNg
https://youtu.be/TWm0sEQBxrU
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world hence “Babylon Rev 18” and between Trumps USA military under the insurection act to 

reform the USA into a republic once again.  

The washington DC swamp is a Vatican run corporation, a city state its own nation within 

America, a foreign entity in a soverign land. The war is between God and truth and Satan and 

deception to free America and the world for a worldwide redvial harvest Rev 14:14-16, Joel 2 

and 3, to free the nations of the world the ten horn economic war of Revelation 17 where the 

Lamb overcomes them. 

November 1.11.2020 one day after this dream General McInerney a 3 star retired General came 

on a live Alex Jones programme declaring WW3 has now begun. General Mcinerney was in 

charge of the Nukes at the Pentegon he was in charge of NORAD Alaska he flew over 400 

missions in Viett Nam he flew missions in the Cuban Missle Crises. This is what General 

McInerney said in the interview: 

“I want to summerise for you WW3 has started, WW3 is a hybred war that has started that is a 

mixture of biological cyber warfare and other means through Covid 19 which was an out right 

biological attack on the United States disguised as a pandemic. They have changed the voting 

system in the United states falsifying it in concert with domestic enemies of the country who have 

created treason by participating in this. We have very hard evidence from these four states 

Pensilvania , Nevada, Michigan and Georgia the important thing about it is the data is not 

complete once it is complete (after elections) you will see the amount of votes that have been 

shifted in Bidens Favour. WW3 has started its cyber warfare the United States is under attack”  

(They will try this first a new form of AI war if that doesn’t work they will let the missles fly).  

BOMBSHELL NEW INTEL EMEWRGES! WW3 Has Begun! McInerney, Kirk Wieb, Mar 

Fanning & Alan Jones: 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/live/?v=258650352729436&ref=watch_permalink    

Nov 5th 2020   

The US elections with Trump has occurred he was leading the race then after the election was 

over more votes were being counted after midnight by 6am - 6.30 am a vote dump took place and 

the democrates votes spiked by 100 thousand each in 3-4 states such as Michagen, Wisconsen and 

Nevada this happened all of a sudden giving the underdog Biden the lead electoral votes (fraud to 

be exposed ?).  

Trump warned it would be an election the democrates would try to steal by fraud called “late 

votes” set up by democrates just days before this election in key states in the high court. Nancy 

Pelocy was saying she will become president. Trump has said they will go to court to challenge 

the vote counts in key states to verify them as actual votes in a re-count this could take a few 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/live/?v=258650352729436&ref=watch_permalink
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weeks to get sorted out. This has come after many accurate prophets have said Trump will win 

the elections. I also had Lord say Trump will win and be president iy’s to do with revival and 

harvest “Pharoah let my people go”.  

Reports have come in of Homeland security who produced the voteing ballets had water marked 

them without democrate knowledge so they could identify true ballets from the false hrough 

technowlegy. Then another report came about an Obama era CIA programe called Hammer that 

had an app called scorecard that had the ability to run algarythems into the voting computors to 

change digital ballets at a 3% favour for the democrates if required at the push of a button to steal 

the election.  

Further reports have come out of voter harvesting dead people voting, ballet dumping in the 

hundreds of thousands in the middle of the night in favour of democrats, postal ballet illegal back 

dating, stolen Trump ballet boxes, computor glitches wipping out Trump votes, voter fraud the 

denial of republicans to actually see the vote count in states yet by law they are meant to. 

 Over 50 plus whistle blowers have come forward from voting depots in several countes to testify 

about the vote fraud that has taken place in the 2020 elections. Democrat run states have 

commited fraud on every level to steal the election so now it depends on the evidence found to be 

decided and exposed in the USA high court justice system. Trump has gone to court with over 

400 lawyers to challenge the corruption in this election that will pan out over the next few weeks. 

Even Jo Biden declared one week before the election they have built the best voter fraud base 

ever as democrates. If Trump loses this election due to voter fraud China will take the lead over 

the world along with the UN  New World Order control with socialism communism along with 

the promotion of Islam through all nations. 

See: https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/11/another-computer-glitch-identified-corrected-

california-led-republican-winning-race/  

See “Lt. Gen. Tom McInerney exposes ‘Scorecard,’ the Democrats’ voter fraud superweapon”;  

https://youtu.be/IldDVPjN4tM 

See “Steve Pieczenick (ex top CIA agent) Claims Election Ballots Have Been Watermarked To 

Track Cheating Arrests starting”; https://youtu.be/YmbRIkdZJrY  

See “Joe Biden says he's built most extensive "voter fraud" org in history”; 
https://youtu.be/WGRnhBmHYN0  

See “Mayor Rudy Giuliani on dead people voting in Philadelphia”; 
https://youtu.be/5oEOwPrM9dQ  

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/11/another-computer-glitch-identified-corrected-california-led-republican-winning-race/
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/11/another-computer-glitch-identified-corrected-california-led-republican-winning-race/
https://youtu.be/IldDVPjN4tM
https://youtu.be/YmbRIkdZJrY
https://youtu.be/WGRnhBmHYN0
https://youtu.be/5oEOwPrM9dQ
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See “Mayor Rudy Giuliani on poll workers not being allowed to inspect mail-in ballots in 

Philadelphia”; https://youtu.be/bu1Kcm0DJrU  

See “US election: Trump's lawyer Giuliani alleges voter fraud in number of states”: 

https://youtu.be/H-zTnpwTZNM  

See 2020 Detroit Ballot Counting. "What kind of an election is this? The scene felt like a drug 

deal." Nov 7, 2020:  https://youtu.be/zUtTuekWb8Q  

See Sidney Powell: "We've Identified 450,000 Ballots that Miraculously ONLY have a Vote for 

Joe Biden": https://youtu.be/DKXMypeXnAU  

October 30th 2020 

Just prior to this Nov 5th election I had a dream in my dream ” I saw an enemy nuclear bomb 

drop from a plane (Democrats socialism New World Order, Washington DC corporation, 

Vatican, USA election fraud). A woman (bride of Christ/liberty/President Trump/USA) 

responded by dropping another nuclear bomb through orders from a certain location 

(Whithin USA/Military/God). Then this woman said it’s 12:55pm WW3 (Luke 12:55” 

Know/decern the times and seasons you are in” spiritual war in the heavens ? Global church 

Trump administartion are up against corrupt antichrist New World Order socialisn marxism 

Babylonian system, Holy Roman Empire ,Cabal Illuminanti, Vatican verses the free world 

democracy for control prior to the Rev 14:14-16 harvest. God against Satan) has just began”.  

This dream reminded me of the 2016 presidential election dream of the nuclear bomb blowing up 

the underground evil city now taking place I believe. It also reminded me of two words God spoke 

to me about a ten year war of doom and gloom coming” see these dreams and words below. 

       I had a dream on August 6th  2014 I saw nations going into economic meltdown like on a grid 

system (Covid 19 hit Dec 2019 by March 2020, 188 nations economies were restricted in lock 

down shut down for several months, Opec Petro dollar collapse) I saw all the nations economies 

crash the grid lines fell to the bottom of the scale (Global reset). In the middle of this grid I 

then saw a blue line rising up on the graph the rest were still black at the bottom of the scale. 

With this blue line rising on the world economic graph I said Lord who’s that ? He said 

“That’s New Zealand I will prosper it in revival in the days ahead”. It was also said “10 years 

of time” (from crash for revival or from 2014 from 2024 ? or 10 years war of doom and gloom 

?).  

https://youtu.be/bu1Kcm0DJrU
https://youtu.be/H-zTnpwTZNM
https://youtu.be/zUtTuekWb8Q
https://youtu.be/DKXMypeXnAU
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       In October 2014, I had a dream where God came and spoke with me he said to me “You are to 

remain with your in laws (Sister in law on farm) and I will give you success, there is a 10 year 

war of doom and gloom coming”,  I am preparing you for this to come. 

       Then I had a second dream not long after the above dream where God said again to me “A 10 

year war of doom and gloom is coming” (WW3 ? economic war ?). I also had a word from God 

that He was going to tear down the Federal Reserve of the USA (Vatican/Holy Roman Empire 

System) tear down the dragon’s power (President Donald Trump in 2018 has begun moving 

against the Federal Reserve bank to change its control over to America a world wide economic 

system take over. Lord also said to me in May 2019 He will begin to loose the Revival outpouring 

in New Zealand at the “ends of the Earth” that will go around the world, next to come is the 

“Dan 8, 2300 days cleansing the sanctuary” to get the church ready for the Rev 14:14-16 

harvest.) 

       2016  November 8th  Election day (Gods Grace and favour comes Dan 7:22 ending the 42 months 

of warring against the saints a new season has come. By the end of 2017 Isis was announced as 

defeated destroyed by Trump and Putin. This dropped the martyrs numbers back down) 

       Nov 8th 2016, I  had a vision today of  helping a man up to the top of a mountain (prayer) a 

missile then got shot from the mountain top into an underground city that was hidden in the rocks 

and caves of this mountain. The missile was nuclear it went underground blowing up this hidden 

city in the rock destroying it (USA Washington DC Vatican run corporation). An evil kingdom 

nation (antichrist system) fell through that bomb hitting this city. 

 (Kim Clement prohesied about a  “Q anon military take down” of a shadow government,  did 

Kim Clement see "Q" in 2012? In 2014 A New Party Rising Up Who Are One, United.; 

https://youtu.be/MY9chlKVKeE. 

 In another prophecy in 2014 Kim clement said this man Trump will throttle the enemies of Israel 

and the enemies of the westd: See https://youtu.be/SPhnRUU04-I.  

Kim Clement also prophesied about two presidents in USA in 2008 which has now happened in 

2021 one will stand up with a double mind “Biden”. There shall be two presidents God said this 

is my nation I will change it in times and seasons. See: https://youtu.be/iZ4KHuL4JB0 .  

Kim Clement in 2014 prophesied about drain the swamp the supreme court God has kindled a 

fire in USA and the nations for joy and praise to come the restoration of the fortunes of Zion the 

inheritance of my people will come, I will touch Israel and Jerusalem I will change everything for 

I have a plan says the Lord. See: https://youtu.be/zAOuh0Adl8w ) 

https://youtu.be/MY9chlKVKeE
https://youtu.be/SPhnRUU04-I
https://youtu.be/iZ4KHuL4JB0
https://youtu.be/zAOuh0Adl8w
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 This is the beginning of the end for the antichrist Luciferian order and control of the world as 

they know it God has taken over this false kingdom the shift in power has happened through 

Trump. Satans order of babylon is now beginning to topple exposed for what it is the antichrist 

dominions are to be taken over by the saints Dan 7:22. The New World Order shall fall the 

federal resetve is to be torn down the days of the UN the Vatican are over things are to change 

world wide. The course of nations shall be changed unto Gods Glory dominions shall fall of the 

evil one that have been there for generations it is “Time for the saints to inherit the Kingdom”. 

Donald Trump won the USA election today against crooked Hillary Clinton and Obama with 

heavy opposition from the media with bias and hollywood elitism agianst Trump the antichrist 

agenda for America just got toppled  by the hand of  God today Dan 7:22 Gods favor.  I was 

getting anointed about Trump through the election process but just didn’t know what was going 

to happen. Trump is the arrow head signalling Dan 7:22 and the time to bring in the Rev 14:14-

16  harvest  which  is to come soon on Gods agenda in book of revelations.  

3.11.20 (WW3 has begun USA elections 3.11.20, socialsim verses denocracy, God verses Satan) 

The night of the USA elections 2020, Donald Trump was winning the USA elections with a red 

flood all over America up untill midnight when the 7 key swing states stopped their counting all 

at once. Then from midnight through to 4.30am in the morning the states Trump was winning in 

flipped to Biden miraculacy an estimated 6.5 million votes were flipped electronically and 

through mail in ballots. 

Trump got the most American votes any USA president has ever gotten over 74 million votes yet 

the election was stolen from him by Democratic fraud across key states. Trump flipped over 12 

house seats to the republicans and managfed to hang onto the senate for now. Trump had 50-70 

thousand Americans turn up at rallies in all states for the election Biden couldn’t even fill a room 

and didn’t campiegn very much, yet supposedly won by 80 million votes. All of the Dominion 

voteing machines across 28 states had smartmatic and Sequoio software in them linking them to 

over seas interests. Such as where they were made inVenesuela with Chaves who created the 

Dominion machines with known voter fraud intended in the machines. Smartmatic brought 

Sequoio then sold it but still owns its intellectual property, smartmatic is the software used in 

Dominion vote machines.  

Since the election many law suits have been put forth by Trump teams Rudy Gulliano a cival 

lawyer and Sidney powel a military lawyer. They have over 2000 affidavits of voter fraud 

evidence and testimonies. From the illegal back dating of ballets, dead people voting, elctronic 

voter gliches flipping votes, extra ballots by hundreds of thousands, ballots of Trump thrown in 

garbage, Biden ballots put through multipal times, secret ballot counts after the midnight shut 

down for Biden, ballots turning up in the middle of the morning for Biden. Illegal ballots counted 

for Biden, illegal internet connection to voting machines, off shore software hubs for American 

electionresults in Germany, pre ballot votes made without permission, Republicans being kicked 
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out of voter rooms and limited to being 6 – 30 feet away unable to view ballots, late mail in ballot 

laws changed in four states just days before election and many other discrepincies.  

The evidence presented is over whelming yet Democratic judges in swing states, governers and 

officials have been dismissing it revealing they are in bed with their own corruption to the 

election, its nothing short of treason in the USA. 

See Giuliani attends election hearing in Gettysburg, Pennsylvania: 
https://youtu.be/vfBD0JpeKEw  

See Trump lawyer Giuliani appears in front of Michigan House Oversight Committee: 

https://youtu.be/ZPrV_QPTtrk    

Tucker Carlson from Fox News presented a program on 8.12.20 of live footage of chinese 

professor De Don Cheng who states in China at a university says they have people at the of top of 

USA Government who are friends in USA government even they had a vice president referring to 

Jo Biden, who help China this is why no one at the FBI has looked into Hunter Bidens lap top and 

the deals the Bidens have made with China. He said the Obama adninistartion was easy with 

China that Obamas people were veru helpful even Wall Steet to the Chinese, the change came 

when Trump won the election then problems with China rerally began resisting Chinese influence 

and corruption against the USA, that Wall street couldn’t fix Trump but tried. Many are on the 

take in America with China untill Donald Trump was elected. 

   

https://youtu.be/vfBD0JpeKEw
https://youtu.be/ZPrV_QPTtrk
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See No president has been tougher on China than Donald Trump! Professor De Don Cheng: 

https://youtu.be/3xa-w2MTKRA  

By 10.12.20 many hearings with state Republican senators were held in 7 swing states presenting 

actual fraud evidence in these states that the mainstream media is suppressing saying there is no 

voter fraud they refuse to cover it. Texas then brought in a lawsuit against four key swing states 

sueing them for constitutional obstruction and illegal actions in their late ballot voter mail in’s, 

they have 17 other states backing the case in the USA, this will go stright to the high court.   

See 17 states back Texas SCOTUS suit; Huawei tested software to ID Uighurs, alert police: 

 https://youtu.be/BbYmgFDpzsI  

Big tech social media such as Facebook, Twitter, U Tube and mainstream media across the world 

have had bias coverage against Trump and for the Democrats now for 4 years they are now 

censoring free speech on their platforms in a major way (Facebook blocked Trump completely 

after the electral college votes certified Biden. I had a vision of Facebook falling like a tall 

building 9/11). The mainstream media are run and owned by the elites with a brain washing 

agenda for socialism against the masses this is not conspiracy its now being exposed in the USA 

and around the world. Very few news media in the US are actually telling the truth around the 

fraud you have CBN, Epoch times and Newsmax that are now very popular even surpassing Fox 

News that has flipped for Biden brought out by Rupert Murdock a leftist elitist. Big tech have 

cencored Trump and banned the USA president from their sites complete corruption exposed of 

bif tech socialist agendas. 

U Tube as of 9.12.20 has said it will take down all videos that relate to voter fraud from the 

public view again this is big tech censoring information to the public a bias position. Trump is 

wantiong to overturn big tech protection that they can be sued for there obviouse treason against 

America with bias towards the Democrats agendas, behind the democrats are the New World 

Order is the socialst marxist agenda. This truly has become WW3 for control of the nations Satan 

against God an exposing of that agenda to the nations. 

 

https://youtu.be/3xa-w2MTKRA
https://youtu.be/BbYmgFDpzsI
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20.11.20  

6Th Trumpet , 6th bowl antichrist spirit set up in USA through Bush, Clinton and Obama being 

exposed after 23 years of Democratic and Republican left wing socialist corruption in America 

see the 18.6.2000 dream page 1 of this chapter. The Dan 8 sanctuary being cleansed Dan 7:22 

favor through Trump coming forth for the Rev 14:14-16 worldwide Holy Spirit outpouring for the 

harvest about to begin. This is where the saints overcome the antichrist and its kingdom over 

ceratin nations through harvest Glory prior to christs return the 7th Trumpet. 

I have been in intercession for the USA and its election process for the fraud and corruption to be 

exposed on both sides within the Democrats and the Republican swamp infiltrators that the USA 

voters voice to be heard. Many prophets have stated that Trump will do a second term that this 

election will be over turned and the fraud exposed God is using it to do so. Cindy Jacobs 4 

months prior to the USA elections in July 2020 stated in a prophecy that new Alliances are 

coming for the USA , New Zealand and Australia to protect us from socialism and communism. 

This can only happen under a Republican president Trump and a systemic change in government. 

She said God is going to expose Chinese spies in the midst of nastions that a move of God is 

coming that NZ will be a nation of refuge, that our nation will come in allience with Israel. This 

can only happen if Trump does a second term and revial comes for the Rev 14:14-16  harvest, the 

season we are now in within the 6th Trumpet fullfillments.  

See Cindy Jacobs Prophecy for Australia and New Zealand - Arise Conference 2020, 25 July 

2020: https://youtu.be/fH2n3N_nbu0  

I then get the following dream from the Lord on 20.11.20: 

In a dream I was in the Whitehouse with president Trump. He was being protected and thankful 

for the last 4 years to make a difference in America. Yet in the midst of all the protection insiders 

(Holy Roman Empire Corporation brought and paid for Lucifer traitors) in his administration 

were setting him up for the kill those he never suspected were planted to open doors to an 

antichrist bear attack against him. Then at the last minute the perpetrators were exposed and the 

bear came in for the attack (2020 election fraud).  

Trump was protected by a bodyguard (Military/pentagon) that figured out the betrayers then 

Trump was moved out of the way (resigned from Washington DC corporation as president prior 

to false inauguration of Biden) of the full frontal attack of the bear many protecting Trump got 

ripped to pieces (targets taken out in Trumps administration Republicans/patriots)  by this bear. 

Trump ended up on the run ahead of this bear attack coming after him. Those around Trump 

seemed to have no guns to slow down the bear or the right ammo. Then Trumps main body guard 

managed to get two guns and loaded them then opened fire on the bear wounding it.  

https://youtu.be/fH2n3N_nbu0
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Then one guard had a sword (truth) in his hand and cut off the bears arms its (works) making it 

very angry the bullets fired bounced off the legs (slowing it's walk) and torso of this bear. Trump 

then had to run again as this bear kept coming biting and ripping with its teeth and feet (corrupt 

USA corporation brought judges refusing to hear election stealing fraudulent evidence 

cases/republicans/Impeachment scam). The bear then seemed to lay down for a rest it went quite 

for a bit (won presidency falsely stole it working with Obama). It was then said to Trump at this 

point “Biden has lost the election he will only be a mayor of a city (corporation of Washington 

DC run by Vatican Holy Roman Empire), you have won you’re the new president (Re-birthed 

Republic of America based on constitution ? a vindicated Trump re-instated as president)”.  

At hearing this news of Biden’s loss the bear (Vatican system or control over Washington DC) 

ripped through internal doors in buildings (Capitol hill riots etc internal corruption) chasing 

Trump and his body guard. Then the bodyguard managed to get a long way ahead of the bear 

with Trump they then had the time (season of time after Inauguration of illegal Biden) to get a 

huge gun (the kill shot military Insurrection act) and loaded it with huge ammo (truth/evidence to 

convict political criminals of USA/ military arrests/tribunals) as the noise (anger/false media/big 

tech censorship/Holy Roman Empire cabal/impeachment) of the armless bear came closer to 

them.  

The body guard (USA military rule under insurrection act to reform a Republic) then stopped 

running he turned and faced this wild antichrist (Holy Roman Empire Washington DC 

corporation) bear face on. The bear lunged for the kill (impeachment/executive orders under 

Biden) the body guard stuck the barrel of the gun into the bears mouth and the trigger was pulled, 

blowing off its head and destroying its heart and internal organs killing it dead (Vatican run 

antichrist system of Babylon over USA and nations Rev 18). The antichrist bear assignment 

against Trump and America failed the bear was completely killed (destroyed a power shift a 

global financial reset) and Trump became the true USA president once again. 

A man by the name of Cory Deel from the USA in 2020 had a dream of Trump being removed 

from office taken over by Obama (using Biden as his Manchurian candidate). Obama was the 

one according to General MC Inerney on Nov 7th 2020 on live video interview with Steve 

Bannon, that started project hammer and scorecard a super surveillance system with James 

Clapper and John Brenan Obama’s then CIA head. They created the Hammer then took it for 

their own use they turned it into election stealing software that was used in Nov 2020. Dennis 

Montgomery who designed the Hammer /scorecard software a FBI/CIA contractor has come 

forward as a whistle blower over the attack on the USA elections. 

See: https://www.investmentwatchblog.com/whistleblower-exposes-details-of-obamas-the-

hammer-super-secret-illegal-domestic-surveillance-program/  

See: SPECIAL EDITION PRESIDENT TRUMP & THE DEEP STATE "HAMMER" COVER 

UP 25th May 2019: https://youtu.be/l9f2ek1jFMA 

https://www.investmentwatchblog.com/whistleblower-exposes-details-of-obamas-the-hammer-super-secret-illegal-domestic-surveillance-program/
https://www.investmentwatchblog.com/whistleblower-exposes-details-of-obamas-the-hammer-super-secret-illegal-domestic-surveillance-program/
https://youtu.be/l9f2ek1jFMA
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See: https://conservativedailypost.com/evidence-cia-scorecard-and-the-hammer-used-to-alter-

election-counting-machines-for-biden/     

See Bitchute video interview: GENERAL MCINERNEY - CIA PROJECT HAMMER (ELECTION RIGGING): 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/nPZGY06kajKa/   

Even Trump had warned the US that the Democrats would try and steal the election they did and 

succeeded. The beast Obama was taken out of power by God Dan 7:22 after he warred against the 

saints for 42 months ending Jan 2017, with Trump (Dan 7:22) getting in. God states in Dan 7:26 

that his dominion this beast (8 years of dominion over the USA) will be taken away forever at the 

end of the war against the saints, meaning the beast of Rev 13:1-10 who just warred against the 

saints for 42 months (June 2013-Jan 2017).  

Trump was placed as President Gods favor sign post (Dan 7:22) to the saints in preparation for 

the harvest Rev 14:14-16 before Jesus second coming. This Obama Biden Manchurian candidate 

is a deception, Satan is trying to hinder Gods harvest, God is a God of His word and a God of 

justice. God will overturn Biden and Obama it’s in His word. Obama cannot do a third term yet 

he tries to change the times and seasons (Dan 7:25) through deception and prospers but will fail 

over America, as it is God who changes times and seasons not the beast (Dan 2:21). 

Recently this man Cory Deel claims because his dream came true everyone else is a false prophet 

saying Trump will do a second term, that is not necessarily the case God is going to flip this 

election steal around it’s a short season only. 

Cory’s dream about Trump removed from office 

In a short dream, published on YouTube by Tetelestai on the Cross, her husband saw a breaking 

news headline, “President Trump Removed from Office.” That was the end of the dream. In a 

previous dream, he received a knock at the door and a white envelope was given to him with the 

White House seal on it and these words, “A letter from the President”. When he opened it, he saw 

what was written on the letterhead of the White House were these words, “The Oval Office of 

Barack Obama.” 

See Trump Removed From Office Exposing False Prophets: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LOllmjTEStw  

See Dream of Trump Being Removed from Office: https://youtu.be/LOllmjTEStw and 

https://z3news.com/w/prophetic-dream-shows-president-trump-removed-office/   

 

https://conservativedailypost.com/evidence-cia-scorecard-and-the-hammer-used-to-alter-election-counting-machines-for-biden/
https://conservativedailypost.com/evidence-cia-scorecard-and-the-hammer-used-to-alter-election-counting-machines-for-biden/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/nPZGY06kajKa/
https://www.youtube.com/user/VoteKristinJoy/videos
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LOllmjTEStw
https://youtu.be/LOllmjTEStw
https://z3news.com/w/prophetic-dream-shows-president-trump-removed-office/
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“Obama is coming back stronger and more powerful than ever before.” 

September 20, 2017 1:43 PM By James Bailey 

Kimberly Fisher shared the following word she received regarding Obama. On September 1, 

2017, I got up that morning, about 5:30 am to use the bathroom and as I was going back to bed, I 

heard very clearly, “Barack Hussein Obama is coming back on the scene.” It stopped me in my 

tracks! I said, “Lord, what?” and the Lord said it again, loud and clear. So I crawled in bed and 

asked the Lord, “What do you mean and why?”  

I kept praying in the spirit for a while and then I heard the Lord say, “Obama is coming back 

stronger and more powerful than ever before. Satan has empowered him. He is evil, very evil.” I 

asked the Lord to give me confirmation. I just put it aside and left it in God’s hands. Then after 

the Solar eclipse and hurricane Harvey and Irma, praying about all that, the Lord led me to Z3 

News and I got my confirmation from a word from Glynda Lomax. Then today came across this 

and a few more about Obama.  

Note: I have never referred to Obama by his full name. Thank you for your ministry! Your sister 

in Christ, Kimberly  

Those who follow Z3 News already know what Kimberly heard confirms what I saw in a 

vision in 2014. Like Kimberly, I needed confirmations, so I waited six months before posting it. 

The confirmations came and have not stopped coming ever since. A few weeks later, I received 

a dream confirming it with more details about his plans for destroying the United States and 

murdering our people.  

God showed me Obama is the one who will fulfill Daniel’s prophecy about an evil king who 

takes action against the strongest fortress on earth with the help of a foreign god (Daniel 11:39) 

and He showed me Obama will complete his assignment here before departing for his next 

assignment. His return to power in the United States would violate our Constitutional process, but 

that means nothing to the man of lawlessness. With his approval rating currently at 63%, Obama 

will likely be welcomed back like a hero by millions of Americans who have no idea who he is or 

what he will do. 

See: https://z3news.com/w/obama-coming-stronger-powerful/ 

 

 

 

https://z3news.com/w/author/james/
https://z3news.com/w/obama-action-strongest-fortresses/
https://z3news.com/w/obama-action-strongest-fortresses/
https://z3news.com/w/government-planning-mass-murder-of-americans/
https://z3news.com/w/obama-coming-stronger-powerful/
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Obama Taking Action Against the Strongest of Fortresses 

October 9, 2014 6:15 PM By James Bailey 

 

Could it be possible that President Barack Hussein Obama is the one identified in the Bible as the 

antichrist? 

Earlier this year when I began this study one of the first things I did was ask the Lord about it. He 

then showed me a vision in which I saw President Obama riding on a white horse leading armies 

of soldiers on horses across America. They were riding fast, side by side, forming a long line 

sweeping across the land with Obama in the center. They were waging war against the American 

people. As soon as they finished sweeping across one region they turned against another region. 

They were conquering everywhere they went with little or no resistance. It was an all out war 

against the American people being fought right here on our own soil.  

Then I heard the Lord say, “Was it not written about this one that he would do these things?”  

I had no idea what He was talking about. I had started studying the scriptures, but did not recall 

seeing anything that could explain this vision. So a few days later I looked through the scriptures 

again and found where it was written by the prophet Daniel. He saw that the antichrist “will take 

action against the strongest of fortresses with the help of a foreign god” (Daniel 11:39). What I 

saw in my vision was the fulfillment of what Daniel saw centuries ago. He saw that at the time of 

the end the antichrist would take action against the strongest of fortress. Today we are living in 

the days that Daniel saw.  

The strongest fortress on earth today is the United States of America. We have the world’s most 

powerful military and economy. We are widely considered as the world’s sole superpower, at 

least for now. When I sought the Lord regarding this topic, He could have steered me in the 

opposite direction. He could have revealed reasons why Obama was not the antichrist, but instead 

he showed me where it was written in the Bible what this man would do in these last days. He 

showed me Daniel 11:39 being fulfilled by Barack Obama. Even after seeing this vision, I 

remained silent about it for months because I wanted to be sure.  

https://z3news.com/w/author/james/
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For now, here are a few more points to consider. Daniel saw the antichrist would do these things 

with the help of a foreign god. I believe the foreign god is a reference to Obama’s allegiance to 

Islam. He has a long track record of honoring Allah and helping fund, arm, equip, and train 

Islamic Jihadists around the world. Obama has appointed many Muslims to high ranking 

positions within his administration, including John Brennan, the CIA director, and others in the 

Department of Homeland Security. Obama is quoted as saying the sweetest sound he has ever 

heard is the Muslim call to prayer. I am not going to attempt to document all of his actions in this 

post, but I have started documenting them and I already have a long list. I look forward to sharing 

these things in a separate post.  

Obviously the horses in my vision were symbolic. Obama is not going to lead a cavalry attack 

against America. His weapons have been executive orders, law suits, federal agencies, covert 

operations, and legislation to “fundamentally transform America” into something far different 

than what our founders established and far worse than most Americans realize. He is taking us 

where we don’t want to go. He is leading us to destruction. Obama riding a white horse is a 

reference to Revelation 6:1-2, where the Apostle John saw a rider on a white horse, the antichrist, 

receiving a crown and then going forth conquering and to conquer. The fact that the antichrist 

must go forth conquering tells us he does not initially become ruler of the world. If his first crown 

was ruler of the world he would not need to conquer anyone because everyone would already be 

under his control. So the antichrist will use his first crown to grab more power and more crowns 

on his way to becoming ruler of the world. I believe what I saw in my vision was the initial 

conquests of the rider on the white horse.  

After receiving his crown in 2008, the antichrist, Barack Obama, went forth conquering and to 

conquer. He has already caused tremendous destruction throughout the world and in America. I 

believe his war against America is soon going to intensify and will continue until our nation is 

destroyed. When he has finished he might have to flee for his life, but the Islamic world will 

embrace him as a hero, their long awaited Mahdi, who was victorious in destroying the great 

Satan, which is what they call America. With 1.2 billion Muslims in the world, Obama will have 

an enormous following, which will propel him to his next crown. Many Muslim leaders are 

already calling for him to lead a worldwide Islamic caliphate. I believe those calls will only 

increase in the days ahead.  

See: https://z3news.com/w/obama-action-strongest-fortresses/ 

Tomi Arayoni a negro USA Prophet from UK 20:2:22 on Its Supernatural Sid Roth 

He had a dream before Obama came into power in 2008 where he saw the then candidate Obama 

(2008). Obama walked into a kitchen area and pours himself a bowl of cereal and he says 

“I’m going to be the president of the United States of America and people are going to vote 

for me, they are going to let me in. I will then put policies into the earth that are going to 

destroy the earth forever and I’m going to get away with it because I’m black”. Then he 

https://z3news.com/w/obama-action-strongest-fortresses/
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awoke from the dream terrified he remembered his father asked him “who is going to win the 

presidency? and Tomi said “Obama”. A few years later Tomi than had another dream he was in 

the same kitchen this time he had a knock on the door and this time it was Donald Trump, Donald 

then said “Can you thank the Church of American for making me the 45th President of America”. 

The Lord then let this man Tomi know there is 9 years (2022) left till the church comes to its fullness 

ready for His return (then two witness arrive empowered for 3.5 years heralding in Christs return 

? giving us 13.5 to 14 years from 2021 taking us to 2035). He saw the Lord very angry in a vision 

as the Lord moved to a big clock and accelerated the clock pulling it forward leaving 9 years to 

the new crisis for the global reset. It will not be Covid this time it will be climate change, John 

Kerry then came out in 2021 saying “We only have 9 years left to solve the climate crisis” taking 

us to 2030 (Agenda 2030) then Boris Johnson said the same thing “We have only 9 years left”. 

The great reset a consolidation of financial power by Satan to himself back to himself to control 

what you will eat, where you will go.  

See U Tube God Said: "Tell Them You Only Have 9 Years Left”.  https://youtu.be/A21TGRq6eZM  

April 6th 2022 Obama turns up at the White House a return to the White House for the first time in 5 

years he stood next to president Joe Biden and upstages him. Joe Biden was left hanging ignored 

while Obama acted as if he was the president (behind the scenes) the one in charge and 

networked the gathering. The crowd literally mobbed Obama and ignored Biden, Biden was left 

looking like a freaked out old man. In one video below reporters state it’s the Biden 

administration being run by the Obama administration version 2 the same players. 

See “The guy looks lost': Biden seen wandering around aimlessly at White House event”: 

https://youtu.be/9OK0JNBPCI0  

 

https://youtu.be/A21TGRq6eZM
https://youtu.be/9OK0JNBPCI0
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See “Joe Biden left 'confused and disorientated' at White House event as crowd 'mobbed' Obama”: 

https://youtu.be/9OK0JNBPCI0  

See “Megyn Kelly labels White House event with Biden and Obama 'embarrassing, sad, and botched': 

https://youtu.be/EfzPaazVQBM    

Conclusion: 

As of 2017 Trump was Gods Dan 7:22 “Favor” signpost for the saints at the end of the beast 

“war against the saints” Rev 13:5-7. God removed Obama the Rev 13:1-10 beast has moved 

with deception he has sowed deceptive policies into the earth to destroy it and prospered Dan 

8:25 (Project Hammer and Scorecard election stealing programmers created by Obama and CIA 

head Brennan during Obama’s two terms in office). Obama seems to have moved as he himself 

indicated to have a shadow government 3rd term, this was using Biden as a Manchurian candidate 

to steal USA elections (2020), yet God will overturn this deception (Rev 13:1-10 beasts dominion 

is taken away forever at end of 42-month war against the saints over USA Dan 7:26).  

We entered into the season in Dec 2019 of Dan 8:13-14 at the end of the 2300 day timeline from 

the time the saints began to be warred against under Obama’s administration in 2013. God has 

now begun the cleansing of the sanctuary (Eph 5:26 -27 Gods House on earth His Bride) to wake 

her up (Joel 3:9-14) to get her ready for the end times harvest season (Rev 14:14-16) to begin. 

This cleansing of the sanctuary also accompanied the 10 horn war of doom and gloom against the 

Lamb (Rev 17:12-14) over the nations for financial and political control over the masses (NWO), 

but the Lamb overcomes them.  

The corrupt elite began WW3 on the world stage with their New World Order bid to takeover and 

control all nations through socialism by attacking the USA election to steal it, to destroy America 

world democracy and break resistance against the corruption of their world take over reset as of 

November 2020 (USA elections). This was a move straight out of Satan’s hand book as Jesus 

Himself stated “a thief comes to steal destroy and kill” (Jn 10:10). 

Satan is trying to change the seasons and times because the USA has been the main resistance 

against the New World Order corruption, by stealing the USA elections from Gods chosen vessel 

Trump to tear down the USA. Trump was Gods sign post of “Favor” for the saints (Dan 7:22) 

for the harvest to come. This is ultimately a war (WW3 dream/vision on page 33, Oct 2014 “there 

is a 10 year war of doom and gloom coming” (Joel 2:2-7, Zech 1:14-18). I am preparing you for 

this to come. The Lord also said to me “watch Ukraine” it is the true chess piece on the world 

stage for war, dreams Zech 1:14-18) over men’s souls (Rev 12:17).  

This war is over nations and the bride of Christ by Satan to hinder the harvest to come fear verses 

faith, freedom verses control, unrighteousness verses righteousness, darkness of sin verses the 

light of God. This is a waking up of the saints (Joel 3:9-12) from their slumber and sleep (Is 

https://youtu.be/9OK0JNBPCI0
https://youtu.be/EfzPaazVQBM
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29:10) to prepare the way for His return. Several prophets have been prophesying that Trump will 

do His second term that Biden will be over turned as President including this writer. Biden he will 

be removed from office.  

Zep 1:14-18 The great day of the LORD (His return 7th Trumpet) is near; It is near and hastens 

quickly. The noise of the day of the LORD is bitter; There the mighty men shall cry out. That 

day is a day of wrath, A day of trouble and distress, A day of devastation and desolation (chaos 

in the nations), A day of darkness and gloominess (Math 24, Joel 2:2), A day of clouds and thick 

darkness, A day of trumpet (4th Trumpet then the 3 woes 5th , 6th and 7th Trumpets) and alarm 

Against the fortified cities And against the high towers (9/11).  

"I will bring distress upon men, And they shall walk like blind men, Because they have sinned against 

the LORD; Their blood shall be poured out like dust, And their flesh like refuse." Neither their 

silver nor their gold Shall be able to deliver them. In the day of the LORD's wrath (7th 

Trumpet); But the whole land shall be devoured By the fire of His jealousy (Rev 14:140-16 

harvest and then His wrath destroying the wicked), For He will make speedy riddance Of all 

those who dwell in the land. (NKJV) 

Ministers of the gospel and prophets in 2019-2021 such as Hank Hanuman, Katt Kerr, Robyn 

Bollock, Jeff Jansen, Dave Hayes, Greg Locke, Sid Roth, James Goll, Tracy Cooke, Mark Taylor, 

Kim Clement, Donna Rigney, Denise Goulet, Liberty Turnipseed and Elijah several on Elijah 

streams ministries have stood their ground that Trump will be rein instated as President no matter 

what by faith (Trump did win the election but it was stolen).  

These prophets have been saying God is exposing evil, wicked agendas corruption He is waking 

the people up and will overturn the schemes of Satan in this time. Cindy Jacobs in July 2019, 6 

months before the 2020 USA election prophesied that new alignments were coming with America 

, Australia and New Zealand to protect us from China , socialism and Marxism, the only way that 

can happen is with Trump as President with the republicans. 

Donna Rigney recently stated on a live video (Elijah list ministries 2.4.21) that her husband had a 

very clear accurate dream about the US Military an army battalion moving with army personal 

carriers , tanks , machine gun mounted vehicles. The army spread out in three groups towards the 

White House, Capital hill and the Supreme court. The military moved in to take over these 

establishments the government it was a military take over those military guarding these places 

came out and laid down their weapons joining the military takeover of America. The military 

went in and brought out the secret servicemen and military personal they all surrendered and 

joined the takeover then they went back in to theses government places to get what they needed 

and do what they had to do.  
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This line up with the dream this writer had above about the antichrist bear being taken down and 

Biden being removed from power. This event coming is going to be the birthing of revival in 

America and around the world (Harvest revival). She states a great unveiling of evil is coming 

chaos is coming an exposing of the corruption to the people to shock them to wake them up the 

tape ripped off their eyes to see. She states the ship that got stuck in the Suez canal (26.3.2) 

recently was a prophetic sign of how Satan was trying to block the birth cannel of revival and 

harvest in the nations, yet it got unstuck so shall America be unstuck from Biden and come into 

revival Gods provision will come. 

 

See U Tube DONNA RIGNEY A GREAT UNVEILING IS COMING: 

https://youtu.be/e_AneBruIGk  

See U Tube video: Cindy Jacobs Prophecy for Australia and New Zealand - Arise Conference 

2020, 25 July 2020: https://youtu.be/fH2n3N_nbu0  

See : "Cleansing & Removal" 2021 NEXT 5 Months-Times & Seasons Dream: 

https://youtu.be/0gMWGnNvDOY  

See "Trump is Still God's Man" Trump Chosen Vessel: https://youtu.be/QS4NK21Ep5Y 

See: https://www.rightwingwatch.org/post/james-goll-prophesies-trump-will-become-a-great-

praying-president-in-his-second-term/    

See: https://www.cbsnews.com/news/suez-canal-blocked-ship-mv-ever-given-stuck-sideways/   

Several other prophets who prophesied Trump would win a second term then apologized for 

getting it wrong such as Shaun Boltz, Loren Sandford and Jeremiah Johnson amongst others 

because of persecution as they started losing money and supporters. God is sifting and testing His 

people through these times to see who believes Him what He says shall come to pass did the 

prophets get it wrong ? I don’t think so. 

https://youtu.be/e_AneBruIGk
https://youtu.be/fH2n3N_nbu0
https://youtu.be/0gMWGnNvDOY
https://youtu.be/QS4NK21Ep5Y
https://www.rightwingwatch.org/post/james-goll-prophesies-trump-will-become-a-great-praying-president-in-his-second-term/
https://www.rightwingwatch.org/post/james-goll-prophesies-trump-will-become-a-great-praying-president-in-his-second-term/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/suez-canal-blocked-ship-mv-ever-given-stuck-sideways/
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See: https://www.politico.com/news/magazine/2021/02/18/how-christian-prophets-give-

credence-to-trumps-election-fantasies-469598  

22.1.21 

In a dream last night I saw massive crowds gathered worshipping God to deep strong rhythms of 

drums and music. As they continued to worship huge waves of God came washing over and 

impacting the people wave after wave. Then scriptures in gold light would appear above the 

people in the midst of the clouds and flow through the crowds God speaking to His people on 

earth.  A massive worldwide revival is next it’s about to come for the Rev 14:14-16 harvest to 

prepare the way for the return of the Lord in the near days ahead. It is time for the saints to inherit 

the kingdom on this Earth Dan 7:22. 

21.4.21 

I was in my car driving to work and praying I then said “Lord what would you have me pray 

for right now ? ” God then said as His anointing hit me “Pray that Trump would make his 

move” (over USA and Biden administration) I got really excited over that in His spirit. This 

actually lines up with scripture as well, it states at the end of the first 42 month war against the 

saints (Jan 2017 Trump got in Dan 7:22 favour for the saints), it says his (beasts) dominion 

(control over the USA where he warred against the saints from as president) will be taken away 

forever meaning the beast of Rev 13:1-10 cannot continue to rule over USA as his dominion of 

influence once the 42 months is over.  

Dan 7:25-26  He shall speak pompous words against the Most High, Shall persecute the 

saints of the Most High (42 month war Rev 13:5-7), And shall intend to change times and 

law. Then the saints shall be given into his hand For a time and times and half a time. 'But 

the court shall be seated (In heaven), And they shall take away his (beast Obama from USA 

control and influence at end of 42 months Trump came in chosen by God) dominion, To 

consume and destroy it forever.  (NKJV) 

This taking away his, the beast’s dominion at the end of the saints 42 month tribulation war 

prophecy directly ties into Obama’s second term. This was when the 42 months (see revelation 

chapters) took place in Iraq and Syria destroying 2.3 million Christians from the region, because 

of Obama and Bush era foreign policies in the Middle East. That dominion is taken away 

according to prophecy from where he had it the USA Dan 7:22-27.  

Yet Obama is running the USA again in a ghost shadow government capacity using his vice 

president for 8 years and best corrupt friend Biden as the president, God sees all of this and will 

move against it. At the end of the harvest the beast will have the capacity and influence (Muslim 

brotherhood/ Erdagon and stolen billions in finances re- directed while USA president?) to lead 

the war against Israel but that’s not yet. 

https://www.politico.com/news/magazine/2021/02/18/how-christian-prophets-give-credence-to-trumps-election-fantasies-469598
https://www.politico.com/news/magazine/2021/02/18/how-christian-prophets-give-credence-to-trumps-election-fantasies-469598
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Obama along with his CIA head Brennan set up to be stolen election process using the known 

project Hammer and scorecard election stealing programmes plus all the corrupt Democratic 

late fraudulent balid votes.  

This is Satan trying to steal the Dan 7:22 favour for the Rev 14:14-16 harvest revival to begin, 

trying to change Gods time lines for the end time’s prophetic fulfilments as we have seen. I felt in 

the dream God gave that this would be the coming the military take down of Biden in the USA as 

many others have also prophesied vindicating Trump (Antichrist bear dream from Lord from 

previous pages on 20.11.20). This will flip the stolen election back over again in preparation for 

the Harvest revival that Satan has tried to block with this corruption, worldwide harvest revival is 

next Rev 14:14-16.  

Obama’s the beasts attempt to change the prophetic times and seasons will fail his time is not yet, 

but at the end of the harvest with the final “Great Tribulation” against Israel Math 24:21.  

Obama has already shown contempt against Israel as part of his Muslim confessed beliefs in 

making nuclear deals with Iran, getting resolution 2334 against Israel put through at the UN. 

Obama promoted Islam openly for 8 years as president, increased funding of Hamas with billions 

given to Palestine.  

Obama brought in multiple immigrant Muslims into the USA, pardoning known terrorists, 

training and funding Islamic terrorists in the Middle East in Iraq and Syria (who formed Isis 

massacring Christians and many others), he promoted the New World Order agenda even stating 

at the UN that people can’t make their own decisions they are to stupid. Obama was also friends 

with Erdagon of Turkey (Both had Muslim brotherhood ties) supplying him with predator drones 

to kill Kurds. This take down of Biden (positioned by Obama), in the antichrist beast dream is 

about to happen to fulfill prophecy “His dominion shall be taken away”. The Lord gave me this 

dream one week before the Nov 2020 elections, on the previous pages. About a month ago the 

Lord said to me “when Trump is vindicated his popularity in the USA will soar through the 

roof”. 

27.6.21  

In a dream last night I was taken into a vision of New Zealand by the Lord. I saw New Zealand as 

a country a continent like on a world map up in the sky above me. Then I saw another New 

Zealand this time it had a massive rainbow (Gods promise for this nation of a national revival) 

going right through the country from North to South it was then laid over the first map of New 

Zealand and absorbed into it. We are very close to this coming to pass I remember once in church 

I was standing there in worship and God took me inside his heart I saw the blood arteries of His 

heart and blood was pulsing through them but the blood was made up of the rainbow of colors 

His promises. Gods blood His rainbow His promises are about to hit New Zealand. 
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25.2.22 

Russia invades the Ukraine against the wests wishes (from my Oct 2014 warning of God about a 

ten year war of doom and gloom coming a hybrid war ? Covid 19 ? to watch the Ukraine it’s a 

chess piece on the world stage) the media has gone nuts around the world calling Putin an evil 

tyrant. The media has told the world its agenda lies with Donald Trump (false media false 

narrative of lies and corruption brain washing millions) for four years they were exposed then 

came the Covid 19 narrative of lies along with big tech censorship of world citizens, truth is 

perverted and squashed. Are we now to believe what the Rothschild owned worldwide media tells 

us that Puitn had no cause to invade that he is evil and a tyrant after the USA and NATO have 

refused to listen to his concerns for years and broken any and all post war agreements with Russia 

(Ukraine is actually a westernized deep state hub chess piece on the world stage), or do we 

believe the opposite to what’s being portrayed once again ? maybe Putin is fighting the New 

World Order takeover of nations. 
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